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Chapter 1321 - Loosely guarded eastern mountains 

  

The Blackwater Forest normally takes 5 hours to run from the nearest Villa Fortress. They can reach it in 

2 hours. The Mura Fortress is located in the southeast corner of the entire eastern mountain area, even 

if the blood wolf is full. Moving speed also needs to run for 5 hours. 

 

At one time, 300,000 people were a third less, and the site was quite empty. 

 

Lu Yang said to Ayala next to him: “Notify your players, let them go to bed tonight, get up at 6 am 

tomorrow to take over the fort.” 

 

“Yes,” Ayala said excitedly. She immediately opened the video connection and contacted her 60 loyal 

subordinates. 

 

Lu Yang opened the video link and sent links to Padou, Karp, Li Wenxing, God of War I and others who 

have been waiting for news. 

 

A flash of light flashed, and everyone’s light and shadow appeared beside Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss,” said everyone. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Immediately order his players to go to the Sky Sword Fortress, Ralbagh Fortress, Blue 

Dream Fortress, Gold Mine Fortress and Tianhe Fortress to defend.” 

 

“Wake them up now?” Karp was a little surprised. 



 

Lu Yang said: “Yes, I have already entered the eastern mountains with 300,000 main forces. After 5 

hours, I will officially launch a war against the Alfonso Guild of Spain. You must fully defend these 

fortresses. A little bit wrong. “ 

 

“Yes.” Carp and Li Wenxing responded aloud at the same time. 

 

A few of them never thought that the person Lu Yang was going to attack was Alfonso, and they entered 

the hinterland of the eastern mountain area. 

 

Everyone knows that all of Alfonso’s attacking forces are currently concentrated in the Agave Fortress. 

There are more than 5 million players divided into two sets of day and night guards, but the internal 

area defense force is very weak. Lu Yang took 300,000 people in. , It is equivalent to already occupying 

half of the eastern mountains. 

 

“Boss rest assured that I Korea Group will defend the Lalbag fortress for you, no matter how many 

people come, there will be no problem.” Li Wenxing said loudly. 

 

Karp ’s first reaction was that Li Wenxing wanted to grab credit. Previously, Lu Yang allocated funds 

every month in the ratio of 4: 3: 2: 1. Li Wenxing belonged to the ratio of 2, but he has been dissatisfied 

and wants to be the 3 How can Karp and Padu and others agree. 

 

“Boss, let me Indian players defend the Lalbagh fortress, we have more magic curses.” Karp said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Kapu, this time you need to help with your spell-casting mage, and prepare 

them at the Holy Spirit Fortress. You take your hand to defend the Sky Sword Fortress, and Padu and 

Massano bring the other Part of them went to the gold mine fortress, and God of War I and Pope I were 

responsible for defending the Blue Dream fortress. “ 

 

The time and space mage can transmit coordinates where he walks. When the war begins, all 10,000 

time and space mage members will return to the Holy Spirit Fortress, using the teleportation skills to 

bring the Indian side of the curse mage at any time. 

 

“Yes,” said Karp, along with Dalvey and others, who understood their mission. 



 

Li Wenxing, God of War I and others also expressed their understanding. 

 

Lu Yang closed the video connection and looked at Zhuo Jiu and others, saying: “Zhuo Jiu led the Ice 

Master, the Shadow Warrior, and the Divine Knight to attack the Fortress of Lithuania, and the rest of 

them attacked the Fortress of Villa. 

 

“Yes.” The crowd responded in unison. 

 

“I’ll go to the front line,” Tian Yao said at the same time as Zhou Tianming and the White Lion. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Go.” 

 

The three glanced at each other, and they all saw the strong war intentions in each other’s eyes. They 

returned to the team and took their players one step ahead. 

 

Liesi Fortress is a fortress in the 140-level area. The distance is relatively long, and the players in the city 

are more powerful. Therefore, Lu Yang sent Zhuoju to attack with three legions. 

 

At this time, it is already 1 am. Because the battlefield points can be exchanged for blood, the players 

rarely upgrade on the map. Lu Yang is in the 160-level map area, and no one appears here. 

 

Therefore, this completes Lu Yang, and also completes the Jagged Brotherhood. At 5 am, when Lu Yang 

brought tens of thousands of players to the forest next to the fortress of Villa, there were only a few 

hundred players outside the fortress. Scattered scattered everywhere, seeing the army of the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, they only care to avoid, there is no other idea at all. 

 

At the east gate of the fortress of Villa, the Spanish player in charge of the defense above the city wall 

has already slumbered and stood on duty at 5 am. There are few who can hold it. 

 

A captain walked to the city gate and saw a dozen players responsible for the look asleep again. He 

reluctantly walked up to them. 



 

“Assholes, get me up,” the captain scolded. 

 

The captain of the squad squinted his sleepy eyes, raised his head to see that it was the captain, leaned 

his body against the wall, rubbed his eyes, and said stupidly, “Captain Cruz, you are not sleepy, how 

come you every time You do n’t sleep on duty. “ 

 

Captain Cruise scolded: “I’m on duty, how can I sleep.” 

 

“Save it, don’t show it to President Alfonso, he can’t see it.” The captain said sarcastically. 

 

“You!” Captain Cruise scolded: “What are you talking about?” 

 

“I’m bullshit?” The captain reluctantly said, “If you want to be on duty, you can apply for the agave 

fortress. Why should you be on the rear? There will be problems here. 400,000 vice president Alvaro is 

fighting the battlefield Then, which dare not attack the city, meteor guild? War guild? Or magic lizard 

guild? “ 

 

These three guilds are the largest guilds in the eastern mountain area except Alfonso each has more 

than 500,000 people, but these three guilds are affiliated affiliates of Alfonso, not only will not attack 

Alfonso, every time Alfonso fought, they had to cooperate in battle. It was a well-known guild in the 

eastern mountains. 

 

As for other guilds, they are all under 100,000, not to mention siege. Alfonso is blessed by God without 

asking them for trouble, not to mention that there is a special person to supervise these guilds. Any 

guild with more than 50,000 people will go online at night. If the number exceeds 10,000, you will 

receive an inquiry from Alfonso. 

 

Therefore, the tasks of defending the fortress in the eastern mountain areas are all good work. It is not 

necessary to give high guild points. It is only necessary to sleep at night. Therefore, these tasks can only 

be received by people who have a relationship with players above the regimental level. . 

 



Captain Cruz did not know these things before. He was originally a main legion under Fernando. After 

Fernando’s rebellion, he did not choose to follow, but after the war ended and Fernando was defeated, 

Alfonso carried out a large liquidation. 

 

A guard next to Alfonso was hostile to Cruz. Therefore, Cruz was severely punished even though he did 

not participate in the rebellion. He was almost expelled from the guild. Fortunately, the vice president of 

Alvaro guarded him and took him with him. He came to the rear, but his post became captain. 

 

Chapter 1322 - Sneak attack on fortress of villa 

  

Cruise originally thought that he was being framed. As long as he did something here, he would 

definitely be able to regain the trust of Alfonso and return to the ranks of the legions. Where the 

relationship can stand, he, the big captain, cannot even command a small captain. 

 

The same is true tonight on duty, Cruz stared angrily at his small captain and said, “Sooner or later you 

will regret it.” 

 

“Cut ~!” The captain sighed in disdain, and closed his eyes to continue to sleep. The other sentinel 

players followed suit and fell asleep. 

 

Cruz was furious, but there was nothing he could do. He could only turn away in anger and plan to 

inspect other places, but when he was about to leave, an inexplicable danger sent him into a cold war. 

 

He quickly looked to his side, and at that instant he saw a face that was terrifying him. 

 

“Lu, Lu Yang !?” Cruise said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Cruise with a smile and said, “You are very good. You are a general. Come to me after 

the war.” 

 

“Why? What?” Cruise was stunned. 

 



“The Sun Fist” 

 

With a punch in the left hand of Lu Yang, Lu Yang hit more than 2 million spell damage, hitting 3 times 

the critical damage, and then 90% of the demon heart ignoring the magic resistance effect, the two-

handed sword of Cruise Was instant seconds. 

 

The fierce flame burst and the flames awakened all the members of the Lookout Team. They heard 

Cruz’s words. Originally they thought Cruz was bluffing them, but after the fire, Lu Yang came down like 

a devil, from the flame. Get out. 

 

“Lu, Lu Yang?” The captain of the lookout team looked at Lu Yang’s face in horror and said, “You, how 

are you here?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, stroked the gem on the top of the wand, and said, “You really should listen to Cruise, it’s 

a pity.” 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

A fierce light flashed and more than 10 players responsible for the lookout died! 

 

Lu Yang turned his head to look at the gate organs not far away. A ghost image gradually appeared 

beside the bodies of the observation squad. Han Fei and Han Yu appeared in more than 20 time and 

space thieves. Department, opened the city gate authority. 

 

“Booming” 

 

The huge black jackstone at the east gate slowly rose. 

 

Love half-life, Sun Yu, Sirius, Liu Yunpeng and others shouted in unison. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood, kill ~!” 

 



At that moment, more than 100,000 players of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood shouted in unison, the 

Blood Oath Shaman Army and the Blood God Army Army rushed to the gate. 

 

Not only them, but almost at the same moment, the ten bloodwolf guards who launched with lofty 

sentiments launched attacks on 10 fortresses, such as Celtic and Basque, at the same time. 

 

At this point, the Jagged Brothers’ war against Alfonso officially began! 

 

Villa city. 

 

Lu Yang jumped into the air. 

 

“Phoenix Change” 

 

He became a huge flame phoenix. In the sky, the German corpse took 500 phoenixes behind Lu Yang 

and flew into the fortress in a horizontal line. 

 

Viewed from a high altitude, there are only a few Alfonso men in the whole fortress, and there are not 

even dozens of people in the main city of the defensive city. 

 

“It’s unbelievable that Alfonso’s defense against the fortress was so lax.” De Bu tasted the corpse and 

said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t be careless, quickly occupy the city’s main government and change the city’s order. 

We don’t have enough time.” 

 

“Yes.” De said without a sound of corpse, Qing Xiao rushed into the main city hall with 100 phoenixes. 

 

“Damn, it’s really the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, everyone will guard.” The players in the city’s 

government house just received the news from both Cruise and the Lookout Team at the same time. 

They didn’t believe it at first, but when they saw the sky with their own eyes The Phoenix Legion, 



together with 11 other fortresses, reported the attack on the Guild Channel at the same time. They 

knew that it was really the Brotherhood of Iron Blood. 

 

However, there are only 20 players defending in the city’s main government, of which 10 are hidden in 

the back room to defend, and they are all defense-oriented and anti-riding class **** professions. 

 

“Melt bomb” 

 

100 phoenixes also released melting bombs at the same time. This skill of neglecting magic resistance 

made the defenders in the main city government afraid to resist. 

 

“Hurry away, there are too many melting shots,” someone shouted. 

 

“Where are you hiding?” De Bu tasted that the corpse turned into cheetah form in the mid-air 

descending, his body flashed a black light, and even when he started jumping, he fell to the ground 

instantly. 

 

“Big Thorns” 

 

Germany didn’t taste the corpse turned back into a human shape. When the right-hand staff knocked on 

the ground, the entire city’s main courtyard was instantly covered with thorns grass, trapping 10 people 

in place. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

Hundreds of melted bombs hit all 10 players, and the battle is over! 

 



Lu Yang watched De Bu taste the corpse and rushed into the basement of the main city hall with his men 

in the sky. At the same time, he also received the information of the lofty and bloodwolf warriors, and 

they successfully broke into the main city house and destroyed the teleport Array. 

 

He called out and called Ayala, saying, “Order your time-breaker to destroy the 16 fortresses between 

Astu Fortress and Poseidon Fortress.” 

 

“Yes.” Ayala responded, issued an order immediately after hanging up the phone, and has long been 

ambushing in these fortresses. The timebreakers have begun to release spells. 

 

The walls of the fortress of Kata. 

 

Alvaro received the news that the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood attacked 12 fortresses from the 

beginning of the war 5 minutes ago. 

 

But he did not send players into these main cities for the first time, because the news he received was 

that “countless” and “high-level” Jagged Brothers players broke into these 12 forts. 

 

Alvaro relies on his previous experience He knows how many people need to be prepared to fight 

against 12 fortresses at the same time, which is at least several million. 

 

He only has 400,000 people, and most of these 400,000 people are resting or fighting on the battlefield, 

and they cannot be awakened quickly. Therefore, he called and notified Alfonso to go online while 

sending out Of players call the legion leader one by one and let them wake the sleeping players to the 

fortress of Kata. 

 

Inside a room in Spain. 

 

Alfonso was just awakened and entered the game. When he learned that Lu Yang had secretly led a 

large number of troops into the hinterland of the eastern mountains, he was completely drowsy. 

 

“That’s my richest place.” Alfonso said to Alvaro excitedly in the game. “Be sure to hold on to the front 

of Kata Fortress, and you must never lose it.” 



 

Alvaro calmly said: “Send someone as soon as possible, and I have at least half an hour to gather 

players.” 

 

“I try my best,” Alfonso said. 

 

Chapter 1323 - For the next twelve fortresses 

  

The voice just fell. 

 

System prompt: Astu Fortress teleportation array temporarily fails, recovery time counts down to 8 

hours 

 

The system prompts: The Golden Lion Fortress teleportation team temporarily fails. The recovery time 

counts down to 8 hours. 

 

… 

 

Poseidon Stronghold teleportation fails temporarily, recovery time is 8 hours 

 

A total of 16 teleportation arrays failed. 

 

Alfonso’s body was like a lightning strike, and he couldn’t believe it. He asked, “Alvaro, what’s going 

on?” 

 

Alvaro was dumbfounded and said, “How do I know why these teleportation arrays have failed, it must 

be Lu Yang, and it must be the opponent who sometimes breaks the law.” 

 

“Damn, Lu Yang, he did it on purpose. He divided the eastern mountains into two, and it took me 4 

hours to reach the Blood God Fortress from Hydra Fortress.” Alfonso said. 

 



The Hydra Fortress is the rightmost fortress in the left half of the eastern mountainous area, while the 

Blood God Fortress is the leftmost fortress in the right half of the eastern mountainous region, with a 

raging Great Plain between the two fortresses. 

 

Alvaro already knew Lu Yang’s purpose clearly at this time, and said, “You send someone over as soon as 

possible, and I will try my best to stop here.” 

 

Alfonso couldn’t help but hang up the phone and quickly gathered the players to go. 

 

Alvaro hung up while listening to the busy tone of the phone, turning his head to look at the players 

gathering under the city wall, his face full of sadness. 

 

At 5 am, most of the 400,000 players went to bed. It ’s not a general hassle to wake up. Another 400,000 

people have to go online at 8 am. In these three hours, all he can do is “Do your best”. 

 

Cruz stood aside and said, “Sir, give me ten thousand people. I will explore the enemy’s truth and reality. 

At least we can know how many people the enemy has.” 

 

Alvaro opened the map and looked at it. The 12 fortresses were knocked down by Lu Yang at the same 

time. The 16 fortresses behind the Kata fortress were unable to use the teleport array at the same time. 

Now the only one who can enter the area of the 12 fortresses Only the Silver Pillar Fortress, Kata 

Fortress, and Biss Fortress. 

 

But these three fortresses don’t have much defense force. After all, who can think of someone who can 

get the special occupation time and space breaker in the official legend. 

 

Alvaro sighed and said, “I really want you to explore the truth, but I only gathered less than 200,000 

people here. I can’t give you so many people. You stay here for the time being. , Wait for me to arrange. 

“ 

 

Cruise did not expect that his request was not approved, and said excitedly, “Are we just doing nothing 

like this?” 

 



Alvaro ’s subtext is that you ca n’t direct the people below. They do n’t listen to you at all. You can send 

other people to Alvaro to know their own level. The main force of war does not have that ability at all. 

 

Because those who have that ability are preparing for battle in the Agave fortress, but most of this time 

also sleep, and now they ca n’t teleport, Alvaro has to sigh, Lu Yang ’s trick is really hitting With their 

seven inches, they couldn’t move forward in one step. 

 

“I just hope this is a separate operation by Lu Yang, without the cooperation of other guilds, otherwise.” 

Alvaro did not continue to speak. 

 

But the voice just fell. 

 

Alfonso’s men who are responsible for monitoring the number of major guilds are surprised to find that 

many of the small guilds under their supervision are constantly online. 

 

[World Channel] Ayala: Guys of the original Dragon Wing Guild, my crimson queen Ayala is back, who is 

still willing to fight for me, quickly gather at the Moorish Fortress, I am waiting for you here. 

 

[World Channel] Elena: I like my friends. Today I officially injected capital into Dragon Wing Guild and 

became one of their shareholders. I hope you will support me. 

 

[World Channel] Ona: Like my friends, today I … 

 

All star investors, including Rolla, also announced their capital injection into the Dragon Wing Guild on 

World Channel. 

 

Elena, Ona and others are the most popular stars in Spain at the moment. Alfonso’s men who were 

gathering in the Kata Fortress and Hydra Fortress all showed a surprised look. 

 

“Elena is my goddess. It’s really a headache. I actually want to hit my goddess’ guild.” A player openly 

discussed at the Kata Fortress rally. 

 



A female player next to her said, “My male god, Ona, my god, what does this do to me?” 

 

“Laura, you are my dream lover, how did you get to Dragon Wing?” 

 

… 

 

The discussions of several people made the surrounding players follow the discussion. 

 

Above the ramparts. 

 

Alvaro was stunned. He stared at Cruise and said, “No,” 

 

Cruz had nothing to say, hesitated for a long time, and said helplessly: “Only today I saw what is called 

the top guild and what is called the Jagged Brotherhood. This attack method makes us unable to fight it 

at all.” 

 

Alvaro sighed and said, “Wait.” 

 

System prompt: Villa fortress was captured by the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood 

 

System prompt: Buno Fortress was captured by the Brotherhood 

 

… 

 

Twelve consecutive reminders came. On the big map of the Alfonso Guild, the easternmost side of the 

eastern mountain area became completely black. Only 16 bright spots in the central part existed, but it 

showed that it could not be transmitted. 

 

Villa fortress. 

 



Lu Yang just wiped out a wave of counterattacks by Alfonso, because it was a delay, he looked at Ayala 

next to him and said, “Order your players to take over these forts. We will plunder these 12 forts. , The 

teleportation array will be repaired tomorrow, and you can make money here immediately. “ 

 

Ayala thankfully said, “Thank you.” 

 

Elena, Ona and others also expressed their gratitude to Lu Yang. You must know that the materials and 

real estate in these fortresses are worth about ten million yuan. If Lu Yang plunders, they can make a lot 

of money Lu Yang opens the projection screen, and the turbid wine and lofty images are transmitted to 

him. 

 

“Boss, the mission was successfully completed. I have all beaten the 10 fortresses. There is almost no 

strength to let go.” Said with pride and excitement. 

 

“Zhuo Jiu said,” I am the same here, without any obstacles. “ 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Very well, the garrison defense was all handed over to Ayala. The three 

legions of Moore gathered outside the city of Moore, gathered with the Starbreaker of the Hell and 

Pluto, and handed it over to the command of the Hell and Pluto. , Mura Fortress continued to attack 

forward, hitting Poseidon Fortress. “ 

 

“Yes,” said arrogantly. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the turbid wine and said, “Rush to the Gwadar Fortress and my bout. We continued to 

attack forward until we reached the Scepter Fortress. We flirted with the **** fortress in the frontline 

round and surrounded the Kata Fortress. A circle. “ 

 

The distance between each fortress and each fortress is 2 hours, and the furthest distance is only 3 

hours. At 650% of the speed of the Blood Wolf Legion, it is more than 1 hour. 

 

  

  

  



 

Chapter 1324 - Alvaro dying 

  

Lu Yang said to bitter love for half a life: “You lead the army forward, I take the Phoenix Army and the 

Black Iron Hawk Eagle forward.” 

 

“Yes,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang turned into the form of a phoenix, and flew away with a black iron war eagle. His companion 

also had a phoenix. His name was Little Fireball, and he was holding the heart of a 9th-level demon. 

 

In less than 2 hours, Lu Yang captured Astu Fortress, Silver Post Fortress, Golden Lion Fortress, and 

Scepter Fortress. 

 

When Lu Yang swept through these three places and ran down to the Blood God Fortress, the army with 

a bitter love for half his life arrived at the Scepter Fortress. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Alvaro inside the Kata fortress kept hearing the news of a fortress followed by a fortress, which made 

him feel like a pinch. 

 

“Vice-Chairman, let’s get out of the army. We have gathered 400,000 people and we can fight.” Captain 

Cruise said excitedly. 

 

Of these 400,000 people, 190,000 are night shift players, and another 210,000 are early risers and online 

players. At this time, they are all gathered on the plain outside the Kata Fortress. 

 

Alvaro was really impulsive to watch the players in the mountains and mountains, and took people to 

compete with Lu Yang, but he did not know the number of Lu Yang, and did not dare to act. As for 

Ayala’s men, he did not put Eyes. 

 



At this time, the players of Ayala are also on the line. For the sake of confidentiality, the presidents of 

the 60 guilds dare not say more. They only say that they can go online at 5:00 in the morning. To 

500,000 people, most of them are between 130 and 140. 

 

Alvaro’s main force is all players above level 140. He resisted the impulse and said angrily: “Continue to 

wait, I can’t move without checking the number of enemy main forces.” 

 

If Lu Yang is attacked by millions of troops, these 400,000 people are a flat boat in the sea, and a big 

wave is gone. It is better to learn ant tactics and avoid the frontal attack of the elephant. Alfonso’s main 

force. 

 

Cruise and the other army commanders were helpless in the face of Alvaro’s toughness, and could only 

sigh and continue to wait. 

 

But this taste is uncomfortable. Just after the blood **** fortress beside the blood **** fortress was 

also breached, the commanders of the army could no longer bear it. 

 

“Vice-President, the brothers are not going to do anything, they are all going to attack.” 

 

“I can’t control it anymore.” 

 

“Crash without hitting ourselves.” 

 

… 

 

Dozens of legionnaires were in a rage. 

 

Alvaro looked at the scene, gritted his teeth and sent Alfonso the last message, saying, “Is there any 

news about Lu Yang’s attacking numbers?” 

 

Alfonso’s side was like an ant on a hot maggot. He had no answer to Alvaro’s inquiries, and the senior 

members of the Iron Brotherhood disappeared. 



 

Just when he didn’t know what to do, the sound of the intercom sounded, Alfonso took a look and said 

in surprise, “Why would he call me?” 

 

The caller was not someone else, it was Liu Jie. 

 

Alfonso pressed the connect button and asked, “What do you mean by calling me at this time?” 

 

Liu Jie said with a grin: “Of course I’m helping an old friend. Why, now you don’t need to help?” 

 

“Of course.” Alfonso was in chaos. He would be willing to help any force, but he frowned, and asked, 

“Why can you help me so far?” 

 

Liu Jie said, “I’ll give you the exact news. Tell you, Lu Yang’s men this time are only 300,000.” 

 

“Nonsense.” Alfonso thought that Liu Jie was playing with him, and said angrily, “What can 30 people 

do, how can there be so few people?” 

 

Liu Jie said: “This is analyzed by my staff. In addition, the spy I buried in his guild has found the exact 

information. Except for the 300,000 guild executives, the remaining players in the Iron Brotherhood are 

either offline or either There was not one more person participating in the battle with the equipment. 

As for what these 300,000 people are, why Lu Yang dared to do so, I don’t know. 

 

“Are you sure?” Alfonso’s face looked excited. 

 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “Of course, I sacrificed 6 spies for this purpose, all of them are at the deputy 

head level. I will transfer the data to you later, and you will know it at a glance.” 

 

“Okay, okay, come here,” Alfonso said. 

 

Liu Jie hung up the phone, transmitted the data, and said to the dead grass around him, “What do you 

think we should do now, or should we fight the Cavalry Regiment?” 



 

The dead grass counted a grin and said, “Don’t worry, let’s wait and see what way Lu Yang is. I didn’t 

understand his play this time, and 300,000 people dared to attack. Did he expect Ayala’s remnants? “ 

 

Liu Jie shrugged and said he didn’t know. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Alfonso received a graphic message from Liu Jie. The pictures above have clear online status of the 

Jagged Brothers players. According to data, it is really only 300,000 people. 

 

“Okay, Lu Yang, you play with me.” Alfonso slammed the two-handed sword in his hands and shouted, 

“Tell me the proclamation, Alvaro attacked the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, and the rest of the army 

went all out To the fortress of Shenmang, I want to surround these 300,000 people, and prevent Lu Yang 

and these 300,000 people from falling 20th level before returning home, I will not call Alfonso. “ 

 

He thought that the 300,000 people brought by Lu Yang just wanted to leave in a wave of sneak attacks. 

Now Alfonso was afraid that Lu Yang would rob and ran away, so he urged Alvaro to do his best. 

 

Kata fortress. 

 

Alvaro saw the detailed information returned by Alfonso, and yelled angrily, commanding: “The enemy 

is only 300,000 people, pay attention, target Moore Fortress, go forward!” 

 

Although the fortress was lost, Alvaro learned from the news before his death that the Brotherhood of 

the Iron Blood did not sell the building in the fortress he is now eager to find the main force of Lu Yang, 

if Lu Yang did not sell the buildings in the fortress, the purpose is to enable Ayala to rely on these forts 

to develop. 

 

According to his thinking, as long as he goes to attack the fortress that Ayala is now occupying, he must 

be able to force Lu Yang’s main force to fight him directly. 

 



“Lu Yang, I hope you don’t run, I must torture you.” Alvaro ran to the front of the team angrily, and 

personally led 400,000 people towards the Moore Fortress. Unfortunately, he didn’t know Mochizuki. 

Someone is waiting for them in the canyon. 

 

Mochizuki Grand Canyon. 

 

Heiyan sat boring on the top of the mountain. He took a stealth potion, and no one could find him. He 

was boring and was chatting with Hell King outside the canyon. 

 

“You said that Alvaro can bear it, it’s all this time before he came out.” Hei Yan said admirably. 

 

Ayala’s spy ambushing under Alvaro immediately passed the news that Alvaro took 400,000 people out 

of the city and ran towards the Momotsu Grand Canyon. 

 

 

Chapter 1325 - Bloodwashed Alvaro Legion 

  

The King of Hell said: “Who said no, but I admire him so much. If it were my words, I could not bear the 

four hours of suffering.” 

 

Hei Yan said, “This is a master who can leave a name in the game. Unfortunately, he met us and met the 

boss.” 

 

The King of Plutonium in the prison was a little sentimental, but then he said, “The elder brother will 

only blow up the anti-war and anti-riding tens of thousands of times. The others are left to us. I beg you, 

please give us some merit.” 

 

Hei Yan: “…” 

 

“Well, I won’t grab it from you. Now transfer the Blood Wolf Guard to the point of resurrection. Don’t 

give these 400,000 people a chance to fight back and destroy all their equipment and levels at once.” 

Hei Yan said. 



 

“Okay.” The town’s Hades turned back and issued orders to the three bloodwolf guard captains. 

 

30,000 bloodwolf warriors ran towards the three resurrection points between Mochizuki Grand Canyon 

and Moore Fortress. Half an hour later, 30,000 people just arrived at the resurrection point. In the 

Mochizuki Grand Canyon, Alvaro was driving an accelerated scroll. Quickly run with 400,000 people. 

 

Cruz was at the forefront of the team. He watched the team be pulled into a big horn-shaped bar and 

ran to Alvaro in anxiety, saying, “Vice-President, our formation is too messy, is it right? Slow it down. “ 

 

Alvaro gave Cruz a glance, and hurriedly urged the horse to speed up and said displeasedly: “What time 

is it now, and there is still time to reorganize the formation. Wait until Moore City, be sure to force Lu 

Yang’s main force back, if When they run away, we lose nothing. “ 

 

Cruise also wanted to say, but heard Alvaro say: “Go to the middle, where you sort out the army and the 

rear army, and on the battlefield, you are the first to attack.” 

 

“Yes.” Cruise ran back. 

 

Alvaro looked at the Grand Canyon in front of him and yelled, “The army accelerates and rushes out of 

the Grand Canyon.” 

 

The front army rushed forward, and the trumpet-shaped exit had this characteristic. The more the exit 

position, the faster the front team ran, and the farther behind the front team pulled. 

 

The more than 30,000 former troops that Alvaro was carrying behind were mainly anti-war. This was to 

prevent the enemy from being temporarily encountered, the anti-war could resist the damage and 

prepare the follow-up team for a counterattack time. 

 

If other professions are in front and suddenly encounter the enemy, they must be sieved. This is a 

theory developed by major guilds. 

 



Heiyan watched Alvaro take the team closer to the exit. He stood up from the ground, glanced at the 

detonation button, and rushed to the entrance with Alvaro and a team of more than 30,000 anti-war 

and anti-riding. The moment of being here. 

 

“Boom ~!” 

 

For a moment, the entire canyon entrance emitted a fierce, glare-like light like the sun, but the intense 

roar disappeared. 

 

Whether it is the Alvaro’s squadron and the rear army, or the 10,000 Starbreaker shooters on the Iron 

Brotherhood, it seems that they can’t hear any sound at this moment, they can only see the dazzling 

light. 

 

When the intense light passed, the loud roar passed into their ears. At the same time, the 400,000 

players on the Alvaro side watched the death names of the players who swipe the screen on the team 

channel. 

 

Cruz had just ran out of the explosion area, and he looked back at the scene. When the light dispersed, 

there was only one body on the ground, and none of the former army was alive. 

 

“How, how could there be such an attack,” Cruise said in shock. 

 

Where does he know that the 2000 Fire Thunder Masters of the Iron Brotherhood are wearing a 160-

level dark gold suit. 

 

“Damn, someone sneaked in. Brothers followed me to take revenge on the boss.” A legion leader was 

furious, he yelled, pulled out his sword and carried his charge at the entrance to the canyon. 

 

Cruz looked at the head of the army in shock. He never thought that the little sister-in-law of Alfonso 

was so stupid. At this time, he did not want to retreat, but also wanted to attack. 

 

“Brothers attack, there must be the main force of the Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers outside, we 

stick to them, it is a great achievement.” Another head of the army cried out. 



 

At this point, all the commanders of the Chinese army did not dare to hesitate at this time, and rushed 

towards the entrance with their troops. 

 

The King of Hell clearly saw the situation in the canyon through the perspective of Heiyan. He sneered 

and said, “The Starbreaker Archer Army is ready, the battle is here, countdown, 3, 2, 1, hash arrows, 

shoot!” 

 

10,000 people fired scattered arrows at the same time, only 500 meters wide at the entrance to the 

canyon, an average of 20 arrows hit every 1 cm. 

 

Alvaro’s squadron was dominated by melee and long-range output professions such as violent warfare 

and punishment knights, which were also mixed with healing. When they rushed to the 20-meter 

position, a dark cloud covered the sky. 

 

Someone looked up and opened his mouth in horror. 

 

“Run, arrow rain, too dense.” The player shouted. 

 

Unfortunately, it is too late, and more than 100,000 people have killed 10,000 to 10,000 in the presence 

of Starbreaker shooters with an attack power of nearly 3 million. 

 

The more than 100,000 people who initiated the charge did not hold on for 20 seconds, and all were 

shot and killed in place. For a while, the more than 100,000 people in the army did not wait to keep up, 

and the army died. 

 

The full moon necropolis at one of the three resurrection points. 

 

Alvaro came alive, and when he saw a player around him, he cursed, “Who knows how I died?” 

 

More than 30,000 people shook their heads collectively. 

 



“I’m so embarrassed, I don’t even know how to die.” Alvaro was so mad that he was inexplicably dead 

with his 30,000 men. 

 

“Boss, is there a bug, or why should we all die in an instant?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

… 

 

Spanish players are stunned and don’t know what is going on. 

 

Alvaro also frowned, just as he was about to inquire about the situation of the Chinese Army, not far 

away from him, a howling sounded Hey, you are so stupid. “One of the legions of the Blood Wolf Guards 

jumped on a big rock and looked at Alvaro in front of him.” It was killed by a fire thunder. “ 

 

Alvaro was stunned and said, “Who are you?” 

 

“Me?” Haha the commander of the Blood Wolf Guards said with a laugh: “It doesn’t matter who I am, 

what’s important is that you all will die here today, Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

“Woohoo ~ !!!” 

 

The howling wolf sounded around the necropolis, and 10,000 blood wolf guards wearing a 160-level 

dark gold suit launched an onslaught towards these 30,000 people. 

 

“Use the scrolls, don’t be reluctant,” the captain yelled. 

 

Each of the blood wolves who launched the attack carried around 40 scrolls. When they heard that the 

first row, they took out special magic scrolls. For a time, the magic light in the necropolis shone. 

 

Alvaro never thought that he had died once, and had to die again. 



 

Chapter 1326 - Shocked World Player 

  

The head of the blood wolf guards just took out the secondary spell-casting scroll-black hole that Lu 

Yang handed over to him. A spell of spell-casting would have given Alvaro in a 160-level sub-god suit. 

 

Also dead are the rest of the anti-war and anti-riding, as well as the resurrecting army player 

immediately behind them! 

 

There was a flash of light. 

 

Tu Feng and 100 logistics players appeared near the newly-built sentry tower next to Wangyue Canyon 

Necropolis, looking at the equipment on the ground, saying, “Pick up equipment, fast!” 

 

100 people quickly began to pick up equipment. Nearly 300,000 people were resurrected in this 

necropolis, but they played Luyang’s 160-level dark gold three-turn blood wolf guard. 

 

How many people died and how many people were killed in less than half an hour, Alvaro thought it 

would be better to resurrect in the next cemetery, but did not expect that there would also be 10,000 

blood wolf guards in the next cemetery. 

 

… 

 

After three consecutive cemeteries, Alvaro lost three pieces of equipment, not to mention his men. At 

this time, these 300,000 people did not return to the city, and even ordinary 120-level silver players 

could not beat them. 

 

Alvaro watched this scene from his heart, and called Alfonso to report the situation. Alfonso, who had 

just ran to Shenmeng Grassland, which was only two hours away from Shenmang Fortress, heard the 

news and almost did not faint. past. 

 

“You old waste, quickly return to Hydra Fortress to add equipment.” Alfonso yelled. 



 

Alvaro knew that this time was indeed too shameful, and he did not dare to refute. He left with 300,000 

people. At the same time, he ordered the 100,000 people in the army to fly back. Almost all were 

healing and auxiliary occupations. Massacres have no effect at all. 

 

The Blood Wolf Guard also wanted to continue hunting, and found that Alvaro’s people were no longer 

resurrected, and Ayala’s spies hiding in the Hydra Fortress also returned news. 

 

Ayala told Lu Yang: “Alvaro and his 400,000 players all returned to the Hydra Fortress. The 28 fortresses 

behind the God Mans Fortress are all ours.” 

 

With a smile on Lu Yang’s face, he said, “Very well, as long as we solve Alfonso, all the eastern 

mountains will be ours.” 

 

Ayala and Elena nodded, but with unsure expressions on their faces. 

 

“Chairman Lu Yang, can 300,000 people really be? I’m still a little worried.” Ayala said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You’ll know in a while.” 

 

He sent a message to the Blood Wolf Guard and the Hell King, and said, “Go to the God Mang Fortress 

immediately, don’t miss this battle.” 

 

“Yes.” The Hades of Zhenyuan drove the acceleration scroll and the transparent sky fog, and rushed 

towards the Shenmang Fortress with the team. 

 

Under God Mang Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang began to line up and told Liu Yunpeng, “Tauren with 30,000 heavy armor ancestors stood side 

by side.” 

 



Liu Yunpeng shouted, carrying 160-level dark gold war totems and 5-meter-tall war tauren. The original 

dense formation was lined up at a distance of 1 km outside the fortress west of the fortress, spaced 5 

meters apart. , Discharged 15 kilometers long. 

 

If it was before, Lu Yang would never dare to use the war tauren at the beginning of the war, but now he 

is 20 levels higher than the opponent ’s average player level, 2 dark gold levels higher in equipment, and 

more attributes. 1.5 times, can completely ignore most of the opponent’s attack power. 

 

Lu Yang then ordered: “Shadow Warrior, Blood Oath Shaman, Divine Knight, Divine Assassin, Templar, 

and Archbishop Priest stand behind the tauren. When they crush the past, they launch an offensive and 

harvest the remnants of the enemy. . “ 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu and the White Lion led the legion behind the ancestor Tauren. 

 

The third lineup is the Forbidden Mage, and at this time the Master of Time and Space has used the 

scroll to fly back to the city of the Holy Spirit, ready to obey Lu Yang’s order to bring the Indian forbidden 

mage to the battlefield. 

 

The current 70,000 bloodwolf legion was hidden by Lu Yang’s request and penetrated into the enemy’s 

hinterland at any time. The last 30,000 bloodwolf army was also on their way and expected to 

participate in the battle. 

 

The battle on this side is about to start. On the other side, players from all countries have focused their 

attention on this battle between Lu Yang and Alfonso. Although the Tianjian Fortress and Lalbag Fortress 

have not been attacked by other guilds, but Including Gerga, Steiger, Liu Jie, and many central guilds, 

they are waiting for the upcoming war. 

 

In the live broadcast rooms of various countries around the world, anchors of various countries also 

started to report on the war of the Brotherhood of Iron. 

 

Huaxia Live Room. 

 

Dubin got a plot map of how the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood sneaked past the 160th level, the 

passage from the Northeast into the eastern mountainous area, and the passage into these forts. 



 

Dubin got this video when he got up at 5 in the morning, but he didn’t go live until 8 o’clock. During 

these three hours, he was studying the video that Lu Yang gave him. 

 

“Don’t finish the research yet?” The company president was anxious to see Du Bin. 

 

Dubin put down the video, and sighed with a sigh of relief, saying, “It’s too powerful, the Jagged 

Brothers League is too strong. Let’s start the live broadcast, I think, even if I now tell the details of the 

Jagged Brothers League, I will not fight What effect did the bureau have? “ 

 

“What do you mean?” The company executive asked. 

 

Dubin smiled mysteriously and said, “Say it together during the live broadcast.” 

 

The CEO of the company was also curious about what Dubin meant, and he immediately started the live 

broadcast. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Dubin smiled at the camera and said, “My friends, I’m Dubin, everyone must be in a hurry.” 

 

The barrage in the live room has been swiped. The company has released on the forum the news and 

video of the offensive details given by the Brotherhood of Brothers, and everyone is waiting to see when 

Dubin will broadcast live. 

 

Du Bin glanced at the barrage with a smile and said, “You want to ask me why it took so long to start the 

broadcast, right? Haha, don’t hide it from everyone, I first studied and understood the Iron 

Brotherhood. Attack, and then dare to start the broadcast, otherwise it will be shameful. “ 

 

Many live broadcasts, I do n’t know how many hosts misunderstood because they could n’t look at Lu 

Yang and the Jagged Brothers League, and then were sprayed by the players to be terminated by the 

company, and the barrage burst into laughter. 



 

Dubin also laughed and said, “I ’m not playing tricks, let ’s do it directly. I tell you that this time, the 

Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers is a big outbreak. Lu Yang ’s attacking army has cost him at least dozens. 

A billion. “ 

 

There was a moment of quiet in the live broadcast room. After a short 3 seconds, the barrage broke out, 

and one after another said that Dubin was nonsense. 

 

“You’re a land blower, nonsense.” 

 

“Impossible, what army can spend billions.” 

 

“Hurry up and say what’s going on.” 

 

… 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1327 - Fear of the strongest... 

  

Dubin was not in a hurry. When he drank the appetite of the players, he said with a smile: “Why is this 

legion worth billions? Let me tell you first. The number of this legion in Lu Yang is really the same. As 

speculated by the outside world, there are only more than 300,000 people, or 310,000 862 people, and 

there is no one more. “ 

 

The pupil Hitomi said, “Do you mean that this team of 310,000 people is worth billions?” 

 

Dubin said: “Yes, this team of 310,000 people is worth billions.” 

 



On the barrage between live broadcasts was another scolding and questioning. 

 

Dubin knew that the audience ’s expectations had been lifted, and said, “Why is it so valuable, and I will 

give you a second example. Everyone in this legion is level 160, and he is also wearing a level 160 dark 

gold suit. . “ 

 

The live broadcast room was quiet for a moment, and then within 3 seconds, the live broadcast room 

crashed. 

 

“I’ll go, technical department, fix it quickly.” Du Bin was anxious. 

 

The boss was also anxious, and scolded: “How to do it, the critical moment is down, do you want to do 

it?” 

 

The head of the technical department was speechless and said: “Too many people watched, breaking 

through the highest value in history. Just as Dubin said, there were more than 200 million people 

speaking, and it was strange to not be down.” 

 

boss:”……” 

 

“There are so many people watching it. I thought your data changed in the background.” The boss said. 

 

The technical department rolled his eyes and said, “I’m free, I fixed it.” 

 

Looking at the signal, Dubin has recovered. The barrage screen is again swiping. The player just found 

that it was down and cursed the garbage of the live broadcast station. However, the equipment and 

level of these people are more discussed. 

 

“How could 300,000 people be at level 160? It’s really fake. I only rushed to level 140 every day. The 

Brotherhood of Iron and Blood is at most 10 levels higher than me, and I can kill 20 more levels. Do not 

believe.” 

 



“Three of our brothers leveled three classes, or followed a mage organization in leveling. The monsters 

were full of map brushes. This only reached level 155. I can rank in the 10,000th place on the ranking 

list. Where did 300,000 160 people come from? “ 

 

“Nonsense.” 

 

… 

 

Dubin found that the situation was getting out of control, and quickly released a picture, pointing at the 

picture and saying, “Look, what kind of equipment is this?” 

 

Where do players know, I only see the melee suits equipped by all members of the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

Dubin then released a second picture, which is the official appearance of the bronze demon suit. 

Although there is no detailed data on the attributes, the equipment on the two pictures is exactly the 

same. 

 

“Did you see clearly? All of the melee brothers’ melees are wearing bronze suits, 160-level dark gold 

suits.” Dubin said excitedly. 

 

The players are not calm. 

 

“It’s really a dark gold suit of level 160.” 

 

“It won’t look the same.” 

 

“How is it possible? How can there be exactly the same equipment, this is level 160. Have you ever seen 

two identical sets?” 

 

“Properties, I want attributes, tell us the attributes.” 

 



… 

 

Dubin said unhurriedly: “I won’t mention the attributes first, let’s take a closer look at the special effects 

on the Iron Brotherhood, cooking, potions, enchantments and states, all of which are dark metal. 

 

“We need to know the properties of the dark gold sleeve.” 

 

“Say it.” 

 

… 

 

Dubin smiled and said, “Since everyone asks this, then I won’t sell it, you guess.” 

 

“you wanna die.” 

 

“Send you the blade.” 

 

“Where do you live?” 

 

… 

 

Not only ordinary players watch the live broadcast, but also the major forces of Galga, Liu Jie, Steiger 

and Central China who are now watching. 

 

The reason why there are so many people in Dubin ’s live broadcast room is that one fifth of the world’s 

strongest guilds are watching this war. 

 

“This **** is dying, tell me how I can find him, and I want to beat him for a meal.” A black chief under 

Liu Jie yelled. 

 



Liu Jie also had a bad look, saying, “If I still have such a big right in the country, I will definitely complain 

to him after work.” 

 

There was a trace of regret on the face of the dead grass, saying, “You will definitely regain the glory of 

the family in the future, I believe in you.” 

 

Liu Jie sighed. It had been almost two years since Lu Yang was driven to Africa. He was fed up with the 

situation here, but he knew he couldn’t go back. Huaxia had no place to stay. 

 

Inside the video. 

 

Feeling the atmosphere, Dubin said with excitement, “I will not sell anybody. This time I will tell you the 

truth, and also tell those Spanish players who are at war with Lu Yang. You lost, there is no chance of 

winning, level 160 His dark gold suit, taking melee as an example, has a physical attack power of 2.61 

million, which is almost twice the attack power of a 140-level dark gold suit. “ 

 

Hitomi asked: “What about other attributes?” 

 

Dubin said: “The blood is 13.6 million, and the defense is 438,000. Not only that, but as far as I know, 

these 300,000 people also have level 10 physical attacks and spell attacks. They have gems, 

enchantments, In the case of mixtures and cooking at the top level of 160, this attribute will increase by 

18%. “ 

 

Hitomi was dumbfounded and said, “How could it be so strong, two Spanish players can’t beat the elite 

of a Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

Dubin said: “This is not a problem of one plus one equals two. Under such attack power, the special 

profession of the Iron Brotherhood is enough to form a crushing situation for Spanish players. Think of 

their special profession, the war tauren , Divine Knight, Shadow Warrior, I dare not imagine. “ 

 

In the live broadcast room, it was quiet, and the rest of the players watching the live broadcast were 

shocked. 

 



“How Lu Yang did it It was only two months after the last war, how could he achieve the level of 300,000 

men and all such high-level men, and all wearing such good equipment The key is that the mixture and 

cooking have also kept up. How can this be done? “ 

 

“It’s horrible, let alone 300,000 people. I feel that 100,000 people can set foot on the Spanish 

Association in the eastern mountains. The highest level of them is only 160, how many people, but a few 

thousand.” 

 

… 

 

The same analysis also said in the mouths of dead grass and Gelga, etc. The four strongest guild 

presidents who watched the live broadcast had already reached a consensus decision in Spain, and 

Spain was over. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

A special invitation to space also appeared in Galga, Liu Jie, Kerim, Dead Grass, Steig, Rennes and others. 

 

At a glance, Liu Jie found that it was Alice’s invitation. She pressed the accept button with a smile, and 

the light flashed. In a elegant room, Alice said to Liu Jie and others with a smile: “Welcome everyone to 

my Special space. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1328 - Battle of Shenmang Prairie 

  

Liu Jie looked over and found that Galga, Steiger and others were here, and said with a smile, “Alice has 

done a great job, bringing us all here, what do you want to do?” 

 



Alice smiled slightly and said, “The situation is already so urgent, President Liu Jie still has a heart to talk 

and laugh, aren’t you afraid that Lu Yang defeated Alfonso, and then go to your trouble?” 

 

Liu Jie: “…” 

 

Gerga: “…” 

 

Steiger: “…” 

 

Even if Steiger and Ren are hostile to Liu Jie, they can only put hatred aside now, because Steiger and Lu 

Yang are separated by a sword fortress, and the distance between them is only half an hour. . 

 

If Lu Yang kills Alfonso, it is very likely that the next one is to hit him, and he cannot defend. Even if Lu 

Yang does not have the ability to occupy his fortress, it is enough to rob him for a long time. 

 

The same is true of Liu Jie’s and Gerga’s ideas. Obviously, Lu Yang’s strength is too powerful, which 

makes them afraid to fight alone. 

 

Alice was very satisfied with the attitude of the three, saying: “Since each of you does not have the 

ability to fight Luyang alone, it would be better for me to come forward and invite the three to form an 

anti-Luyang alliance. How about we kill Luyang together?” 

 

Liu Jie, Gerga and Steige glanced at each other, and the subordinates around them also looked at each 

other, all seeing the hope and expectation in each other’s eyes. 

 

“That’s a good idea, I agree,” Gerga said first. 

 

“I agree,” Steiger said. 

 

Liu Jie said with a smile: “I have no opinion, but how can we fight? What conditions do Miss Alice have?” 

 



Alice laughed and said, “My condition is that if you can win Lu Yang, give me half of the eastern 

mountain area, and let my sister make money for a while.” 

 

“No problem,” Steiger said. 

 

“I don’t have an opinion either,” Gelgar said. 

 

Liu Jie said: “This requirement is very simple. If it succeeds, we won’t rob you of the eastern mountains. 

Then the next question, how do we fight?” 

 

Alice said: “You go back to gather the players. Now Lu Yang’s main force is playing Alfonso, and it must 

be empty behind you. You gather all the high-level players and use all the power you can to storm the 

Sword Fortress and Lalbag. All the fortresses, not to mention whether they can win, but it is enough for 

Lu Yang to have no strength to attack you. “ 

 

Liu Jie said: “The number is still a little small. I make a suggestion to bring together more than a dozen 

guilds in the central region. Let’s play Lu Yang together and first pull back the number of 160 dark gold 

players. This is very important.” 

 

Steig nodded together with Gerga. 

 

Alice said: “Leave this to me. You go to the side room and I will talk to them first.” 

 

… 

 

Here, Alice danced with long sleeves and started her performance. Outside of Fortress Mang, Alfonso 

and his 2 million players finally arrived. 

 

Before the two sides. 

 

Alfonso looked at Lu Yang, 100 meters away, and yelled, “You **** Chinese guy, even dared to sneak up 

on my back. Today I must kill you 20 levels and take away your demon heart.” 



 

The battle of 2 million people is indeed quite impressive. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Alfonso, you are not awake yet. Today is the time when you exit this stage 

and give you a chance to perform.” 

 

Alfonso Haha laughed and said, “You are not qualified to let me out of this stage. Tell you that I have 2 

million people, and there are millions more in the back. Why are you fighting me? Are you 300,000 

people? “ 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Yeah, I want to experiment with these 300,000 people.” 

 

“Haha, that’s what you asked for.” Alfonso laughed wildly, pointing at Landing Yang. “Do you know what 

legion I brought? I’m lucky. In order to support the G8, I deliberately gave everything I have. The special 

legions of the army have all come together, and unexpectedly came in handy at this time. 

 

I’m not afraid to tell you, I have a special army of 50,000 forbidden mages and a total of 150,000 people. 

There are 1 million players with bloodlines, and more than 20,000 of them have reached the level 10, 

haha, you want to use these 30 It was so stupid to be beaten by ten thousand people, I feel ridiculous 

for you. “ 

 

Alfonso laughed pretending to be insane, but secretly sent a message to the several vice presidents who 

followed him, ordering them to separate the 2 million team and surround the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

The seventh vice-chairman did not get the task, but he saw Alfonso said he was quitting, and quickly 

answered: “Tell you Lu Yang, this time we not only have the same wolf guard, tsunami mage as you, but 

also There are special bloodline legions like the Matador Legion and Thunder Arch Mage you don’t have. 

“ 

 

Alfonso was very satisfied with the performance of the seventh vice chairman, and laughed and said to 

Lu Yang: “Now do you still think that your 300,000 people can beat my 2 million people?” 

 

The audience laughed. 



 

Lu Yang sneered, looked around, and found that Alfonso’s legion was moving towards both wings, at this 

time it was his best opportunity to attack. 

 

“Alfonso, you are a waste, only the waste of your loyal vice chairman.” Lu Yang cursed. 

 

“You’re looking for death.” Alfonso was scolded by Lu Yang and was suddenly in a rage. No one in the 

guild dared to mention it, but Alfonso knew that all the guilds were laughing at him. 

 

It had been a month since the incident was over, but Lu Yang mentioned it again, and he could already 

imagine how powerful this sentence would be for his men. 

 

Alfonso shouted: “The whole army attacked and killed Lu Yang ~!” 

 

The 2 million people under him originally wanted to be divided into four squares to surround the Jagged 

Brotherhood But Alfonso was impulsive. When the 2 million people just became an umbrella, they could 

only use this form to iron blood. The Brotherhood launched an attack. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Alfonso, in the face of a legion like me, you dare to divide your troops, you 

look for death ~!” 

 

“Forbidden Spell Masters, the enemy anti-war corps directly in front of the target, secondary forbidden 

spell preparations.” Lu Yang said loudly. 

 

50,000 forbidden mages read the spell at the same time, and the average magic wounded more than 1.9 

million forbidden mage groups, attacking 150 levels of defense with only 1 million defensive battles, or 

under the control of the ice-based master can not return blood. 

 

After 30 seconds. 

 

Alfonso’s 2 million men attacked the forefront of the player in an umbrella shape, and at the same time 

was hit by the banned spell of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. 



 

Between 140 and 150, wearing a dark gold suit of anti-battle and anti-riding, was almost dropped 

without waiting for a response. The secondary banned spells of 50,000 people were superimposed and 

released, all of which were banned in the 300-yard range of level 3. There are 3 forbidden spells stacked 

in almost every position. This kind of damage is not something Alfonso can resist. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1329 - 300,000 rolled over 2 million 

  

But the war order has been initiated, and the players under Alfonso must rush forward. From the 

perspective of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, Alfonso’s men are like death, and more than 2 million 

people have rushed into the ban 100 meters away. All curse areas were killed by the curse! 

 

Seeing this scene, Alfonso did not respond, but just shouted in a roar, “Where is our forbidden mage 

group, attack me soon.” 

 

50,000 forbidden mages read the spell at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang looked up at the sky and said with a sneer: “The Archbishop’s Legion, the Law of Light.” 

 

Each archbishop priest manages 30 players, they immediately release the law of light, and golden rings 

fall on the iron brother brother players. 

 

After 30 seconds. 

 

The player on the Iron Brotherhood was covered by the forbidden spell, Alfonso nodded with 

satisfaction when he saw this scene, and at this time, Lu Yang’s forbidden spell was also released. 

 



“Continue to attack. Whoever kills Lu Yang first will be rewarded 10,000 gold coins. The fifth vice 

president Lourdes took 400,000 people to the nearest resurrection point. Don’t let Lu Yang run away.” 

Alfonso shouted. 

 

“Yes.” Lourdes should prepare for the division, but at this moment, Lu Yang shouted from the 

battlefield. 

 

“Liu Yunpeng, attack ~!” Lu Yang said loudly. 

 

Inside the area covered by the secondary injunction, Liu Yunpeng looked at the enemies rushing 50 

meters away, knocked the smashing totem on the ground, and roared: “War tauren!” 

 

“In ~!” 30,000 people roared. 

 

“The opportunity to obtain the meritorious suit is here, Jagged Brothers, kill ~!” Liu Yunpeng roared, 

carrying a smash totem towards millions of players coming towards the enemy. 

 

The black mermaid suit is the dream of every iron brother brother alliance. The Tauren Legion did not 

get the Jin Fu in the last war. 

 

“Kill!” 

 

After the 30,000 War Tauren followed Liu Yunpeng, he launched an attack on the enemy almost 

simultaneously. 

 

In the air, from an official perspective, someone pressed the camera button at the moment when Liu 

Yunpeng launched the charge. In the red glow of dusk, on the Shenmang steppe, a war tauren broke the 

forbidden attack range with a proud gesture. Attacked a million people on the opposite side. 

 

In the year after that, I don’t know how many people use this photo as a desktop and a wallpaper as a 

bedside poster. 

 



The next second when Liu Yunpeng rushed out, the 30,000 ancestors of the tauren also rushed out of 

the forbidden area. Their entire body was a 160-level dark gold suit, the magic resistance was above 

600,000, and the blood volume was more than 13 million. 

 

In the face of French injuries, there are only about 600,000 forbidden attacks that do not care, and they 

are the ancestors of the tauren, three turns of the war tauren, and have magic skills to stun the 

hammer. 

 

At the moment when it was close to 50 meters from the enemy, 30,000 people roared at the same time. 

Each person’s body had a white ghost light that rushed into the enemy’s front position as fast as light. 

Soul, for every player it touches, brings 500 ATK to its ancestors. 

 

In the case where such enemies charge in a dense formation, an ancestor’s soul can touch thousands of 

people. In this case, the attack power brought back is enough to increase an additional 500,000 points. 

 

When the ancestor’s soul returned to the Tauren, at the same time, the enemy rushed to the Tauren, 

and at this time, Liu Yunpeng hit the ground with a smash totem. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

After the second hammering, the Spanish player who was hit by Liu Yunpeng thought that he was going 

to be killed by the totem pole, but did not expect a little damage. 

 

“What is it …” 

 

The last word did not wait to say, suddenly, Liu Yunpeng appeared a golden light on his body. 

 

“Scramble” 

 



Liu Yunpeng was crazy, and the 5-meter-long Tauren Totem Pole made him swing wildly at a rate of 

hammering the ground 3 times per second. 

 

Not only him, but all 30,000 people, the battlefield, just like 30,000 shredders marching forward at the 

same time. 

 

160-level dark gold sleeve, more than 2.6 million attack power, plus an additional 500,000 attack, and an 

additional 300,000 attack from enchantments, potions, gems, and cooking, and an additional 250,000 

attack power. A total of more than 3.6 million attack power. 

 

Alfonso’s Spanish ordinary player level is only 140, and the total blood is only about 2 million. Even an 

attack can’t be carried. These war tauren rolled forward in this way, except for a small number of 

500,000 people. There is no death during the battle, but the rest are dead and ran away, and the front 

battlefield collapses! 

 

Ayala, Elena and others stood next to Lu Yang, and they saw the scene where the Brotherhood of the 

Iron Blood slaughtered Spanish players. 

 

“Oh my God, is this the real fighting power of the top guilds? Too scary,” said Laura. 

 

Elena looked at Lu Yang and asked dissatisfied: “How many guilds are there in the New World?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s just the Manchuria.” 

 

Elena breathed a sigh of relief and said, “Frighten me, if all of you are like us, we are not qualified to 

participate in this game.” 

 

Ayala said with a smile: “Don’t worry, Lu Yang is our partner, we will always make good friends with 

him.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. Obviously, Ayala had no idea of redeeming the guild after 2 years. Instead of being an 

enemy of Lu Yang, it was better to earn money honestly. 

 



“嘀嘀 嘀” 

 

The interphone rang, and Lu Yang picked it up and called it with pride, pressed the connection button 

with a smile, and asked, “What’s the matter.” 

 

With pride, he said anxiously: “Boss, beg for battle, beg for battle, the brothers are watching, and the 

martial arts have allowed Liu Yunpeng’s group of boys to go, and our brothers have died suddenly.” 

 

Looking at the battlefield, Lu Yang found that Liu Yunpeng had brought 30,000 tauren into the enemy’s 

hinterland. He was slaughtering, and said, “You attack from the flank, I didn’t expect that Alfonso was 

weak to this extent. “ 

 

“Yes.” Regardless of where there is so much arrogance, he rushed to the army of Alfonso with 100,000 

blood wolves from both wings. 

 

Alfonso had been beaten silly at this time. He couldn’t figure out how his two million people had been 

killed by Lu Yang’s 300,000 men in the blink of an eye. 

 

Watching the players under his hands could not hold on for 2 seconds, he was beheaded and killed a lot 

Alfonso had a fainting urge. 

 

“How is this possible? How is this possible?” Alfonso yelled in horror. 

 

Unfortunately, his players are still dying in large numbers, and they are dying piece by piece. Only half 

an hour later, his 2 million people were completely destroyed by Lu Yang, and they fled alive and died. 

Stop participating in the war. 

 

“Chairman, hurry up, we lost this battle and cannot fight again.” A vice chairman told Alfonso. 

 

“I?” Alfonso was willing to let go of two ruthless words, but he found that the nearest blood wolf 

warrior was less than 30 meters away, and said, “Okay, let’s go together.” 

 



“Boss, Alfonso is going to run.” De Bu tasted the message from the sky. 

 

Lu Yang flew into the sky, and he saw Alfonso riding his mount fast away. He flew his wings and chased 

Alfonso. 

 

“Alfonso, where are you going?” Lu Yang roared loudly on the battlefield. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1330 - Volley meteor fall 

  

Alfonso looked back at Lu Yang and chased him in the sky, and quickly ordered the players around him, 

saying: “Protect me, protect me, don’t let him approach me.” 

 

The guards around were all professional players who worked at Alfonso. Two hundred people 

approached Alfonso, but at this time they were panicking, facing Lu, who had a level 9 demon heart and 

an ability to attack the ground. Yang, they are not sure they can keep Alfonso. 

 

“Everyone be careful, as long as he dares to lower his height, kill him.” The guard captain is a shooter, 

and there are 20 shooters beside him, at this time all raised their bows and arrows. 

 

Lu Yang saw a sneer on his face when he saw the situation on the ground. At this time on the battlefield, 

Alfonso’s side had completely collapsed. The team leaders and legionnaires who originally wanted to 

reorganize the players against the Iron Brotherhood were because of Alban. Suo took the lead in 

escaping, and no longer organized resistance, fleeing each other. 

 

Unfortunately, they did not understand why Alfonso was so afraid, but Lu Yang could understand why 

Alfonso ran away, because he had a level 8 War God heart on him. 

 



Everyone sees how powerful Lu Yang ’s 9th-level demon heart is. I can guess what state the 9th-level 

**** of war is, can he let the heart of the **** of war fall into the hands of others, or from himself? Go 

out. 

 

From the beginning to the present, Alfonso has done everything he can. In 2 hours, he gathered more 

than 200 players, and there are still millions of people who can join the battle at any time. 

 

On the battlefield, there was no problem in Alfonso’s command or psychological warfare. However, in 

this battle, he did not expect that the strength of the Jagged Brothers was so strong that 300,000 to 2 

million were crushed. 

 

He stood at the forefront of the battle, and the first wave of tauren attacked 200 meters in front of him, 

forcing his main wings to gather in the middle. 

 

In the face of the Brotherhood of the Iron Brothers, which is 2 equipment levels higher, the only men 

under Alfonso who can threaten the Brotherhood of the Iron Brothers are the Disciplinary Knights and 

the Templars. The two professional disciplined angels will ignore defense. 

 

When the lofty heroes attacked with the Blood Wolf Legion, there was nothing in the flanks that could 

block the blood wolf legion’s profession, which caused Alfonso’s flanks to be torn apart by the lofty 

spirits and rushed in front of him. 

 

Alfonso is having to run! 

 

Lu Yang was waiting for this opportunity. 

 

“Fire Sword” 

 

Lu Yang’s mouth spelled out that there were 16 giant fire swords beside him at the same time, each of 

which had 30% of the magical damage of Lu Yang’s physical intelligence. 

 

He dived towards Alfonso below. The attack range of Fire Sword was 100 meters, and he had to dive low 

enough to attack. 



 

“嗖” 

 

“嗖” 

 

… 

 

Twenty arrows with a faint purple light, when he lowered to 120 meters, blasted in all directions of his 

body. This was an attack launched by the captain with 19 shooters. 

 

“Escape The Dagger” 

 

The moment they shot their bows and arrows, Lu Yang seemed to have guessed their thoughts. His body 

instantly changed from a 15-meter phoenix to a 1.8-meter human form, and he easily avoided most 

bows and arrows. Only two shots Phoenix’s head was blasting towards his head, which forced him to 

release the escape dagger. 

 

A faint blue light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared 110 meters above his original position. Alfonso ’s guard 

captain just shouted to find Lu Yang ’s landing point, but desperately found that Lu Yang was not 

jumping in parallel. Not jumping down, but jumping up, which made all his attacks missed. 

 

Even more unfortunately, when they attacked, they had to dismount as a last resort, but Alfonso had 

not dismounted yet and was still running forward. 

 

“Her Excellency, please stop and wait for us to **** you away.” The captain shouted. 

 

Alfonso was not stupid. When he saw that his guard did not hit Lu Yang, he knew that Lu Yang 

deliberately tricked his men into dismounting, forcing him to escape without the protection of the 

shooter, so he could only be beaten passively. 

 

“I’ll be right back, you run to me.” Alfonso turned and ran towards the shooter group. 



 

The captain of the guard immediately ran towards Alfonso with 19 shooters and looked at the sky while 

running. Unfortunately, Lu Yang seemed to disappear after jumping to the sky, and he did not come 

down for so long. 

 

300 meters in the sky. 

 

Lu Yang started the parachuting function in the north, and his body was slowly descending. At the same 

time, his hands continued to print, and his mouth uttered a simple and majestic spell. 

 

“Great Ancestor of Fire …” 

 

Five seconds later, just below Lu Yang’s feet, a huge reddish, 100-meter-diameter meteorite suddenly 

appeared. 

 

“Release Parachute” 

 

Lu Yang’s body descended at a rapid rate. He rotated 150 degrees in the volley and slanted his body 

downward. He pressed his left hand on top of the huge crimson meteorite, and as the meteorite dived 

downward. 

 

on the ground. 

 

Alfonso’s guard captain called the war horse and watched the sky around him with vigilance. All the sky 

thrown by the curse on both sides was overcast, and he could not see anything. 

 

“Strange, where did Lu Yang go? Phoenix has the shortest 5-minute cooling time. He should have fallen 

quickly in the sky.” 

 

Alfonso was also watching the surrounding sky with vigilance, saying: “It is estimated that there is a 

slow-down device. Don’t worry about him first, the blood wolf guard rushes over immediately, we run 

out first.” 



 

The captain of the guard nodded, just as he was on the horse, and when Alfonso was about to run away 

with people, suddenly, a scream of loud air sounded above their heads. 

 

Alfonso looked up in horror, and saw a huge meteorite with a diameter of 100 meters descending from 

the sky. The speed was extremely fast, and it took him less than a second to respond. 

 

“Meteor falls, is Lu Yang’s secondary forbidden curse, fast protect …” Alfonso’s crazy voice did not wait 

to finish. 

 

“boom” 

 

The 100-meter-wide meteor is in the middle of Alfonso and his guard team and the players who fled 

with Alfonso around. 

 

The fierce fire shrouds the surrounding area of 500 meters. After a huge mushroom cloud, you look at 

the ground where the meteor fell to attack. Except for Alfonso who opened the God of War form, all 200 

guards died, and the death of the surrounding players was even higher Thousands of people, and Lu 

Yang, now burning flames in his forehand, sneered at Alfonso. 

 

“Alfonso, I didn’t expect you to have today.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Alfonso’s God of War form can be immune to 50% spell damage, but even so, in the face of Lu Yang’s 

more than 2 million spell damage, he still lost one fifth of his health. 

 

“Lu Yang, don’t think I’m afraid of you. I’m a warrior player and a **** of war. I was born to restrain 

your crunchy profession.” Alfonso yelled at Lu Yang, at this time he already knew that he could not 

escape Then, simply no longer ran away, let go and prepare for a battle with Lu Yang. 

 

“Ha ha.” Lu Yang Leng Xia said, looking at Alphonso’s fangs and grinning, saying, “Only for you? Excuse 

me, what’s your ranking in the world? How many world strong men have you singled out to win? You Is 

your reaction speed in the 0.3 second limit? “ 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 1331 - Kill Alfonso 

  

Alfonso, he is not a guild president who started by his own means, and is able to go to this day. It is 

more dependent on his money and the decline of Spanish talents. He is just a third-rate player than 

technology. 

 

“Lu Yang, don’t think I’m afraid of you like this. As long as I can live on, my men will soon come to rescue 

me, and then it is not necessarily who died.” Alfonso responded with a sneer. 

 

The big defeat on the battlefield allowed Alfonso’s players to just run away, but this is not the real world 

after all, and death will not really die. There are still a lot of players’ eyes on Alfonso. Once Alfonso In a 

crisis, they will not let go of such an opportunity. 

 

Especially at this moment, there are players everywhere, and no one knows if an invisible thief is 

standing not far away, waiting for you to launch an instant sneak attack. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Alfonso and said, “Try it, you can’t wait for that time.” 

 

Alfonso was about to use time to delay time, but before he could say, Lu Yang’s body suddenly emitted a 

white light. 

 

“flicker” 

 

Alfonso felt only a cool back, and looking back, Lu Yang dared to stand in front of him, a warrior-like 

warrior, less than 30 cm behind him. 

 

“I hack you.” Alfonso turned back and chopped, but at the same time, the spell in Lu Yang’s mouth had 

been completed. 



 

“Fire Snake Bondage” 

 

Alfonso just raised his weapon, and his body was tightly entangled by the three fire snakes, and he could 

not move. Even with the bonus of the God of War status, all magic damage was halved, and even with 

the control time halved, he was still firmly controlled by Lu Yang. In place. 

 

“badge” 

 

Alfonso immediately released control. Unfortunately, it was too late. 

 

“The Sun Fist” 

 

Lu Yang punched his left hand on Alfonso’s open chest in the middle of his arm. 

 

“boom” 

 

With a loud noise, Alfonso flew in the air like a kite with a broken line. Just 20 meters behind him, Lu 

Yang punched his left hand on the ground. 

 

“Earth to Earth” 

 

A fiery flame struck the ground obliquely upward. Alfonso, which was about to land, crashed into the air 

again. At this time, Alfonso was completely unable to control his body, even if he had the greatest 

ability, the best weapons, No matter how strong the artifact, it is still unable to get rid of this control. 

This is the difference between the master and the ordinary player, and it is also a gap that ordinary 

players can never cross in this game. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Alfonso’s body hit a dark brown wall on a hill on the side, this time there will be a 0.5 second stiffness. 



 

“Escape The Dagger” 

 

A faint blue light flashed, and Lu Yang suddenly jumped in front of Alfonso, the moment Alfonso reacted. 

 

“Rage Skills-Red Lotus” 

 

Suddenly, Lu Yang’s body burst into countless pieces of flame petals spinning wildly. Alfonso did not wait 

to use any skills, and was forced to stay in place for 3.3 seconds without even throwing away the dagger 

capital. 

 

Seeing Alfonso’s 20 million blood volume was destroyed by a large amount, as much as 3 million. At this 

time, Alfonso’s health is less than 13 million. 

 

But Lu Yang’s combo was not over yet. Just when Alfonso stood up again, Lu Yang’s right-hand staff 

slammed a half-moon and chopped Alfonso’s body like a long knife. 

 

“Magic Slash” 

 

Alfonso’s body slammed back uncontrollably, and he slammed into the wall violently, flying over Lu 

Yang’s body and flying behind him. 

 

“Aggregation explosion” 

 

Before Alfonso landed, Lu Yang’s body exuded a fierce red-gold light, and the force of the violent flame 

pushed Alfonso more than 20 meters away. At the same time, Lu Yang pointed Alfonso with his left 

hand. . 

 

“Destroy Heavy Artillery” 

 



As soon as a ball of golden spherical flame broke out of Lu Yang’s hands, it rose against the wind. When 

he hit Alfonso, it was already as big as a boulder. 

 

“boom” 

 

Alfonso was bombarded and continued to fly backwards for 20 meters. Just now, this scene was 

simultaneously played by the anchors of countless live broadcast studios. 

 

“Nice job. The polymerization explosion destroyed the heavy artillery. Alfonso was dead. The stun of 5 

seconds had 2.5 seconds even if the God of War status was halved, which was enough for Lu Yang to kill 

him.” 

 

“Lu Yang’s combo is really beautiful. Both skills have a delayed release time of 0.5 seconds each, but Lu 

Yang can connect the skills at the last time every time. It is indeed The world’s number one fire method, 

it’s beautiful. “ 

 

“He is the number one master in the world.” 

 

… 

 

The anchors are crazy, and the players are crazy dancing. This is a contest between the presidents of the 

two guilds. But the other party that Lu Yang can abuse can not fight back, and can play such a beautiful 

series. Watch The only remaining players are yelling. 

 

“Naruto” 

 

After Lu Yang released his small skills, his right hand pointed Alfonso 40 meters away. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Pyroblast” 



 

… 

 

Five Pyroblasts hit Alfonso in a row, and after taking into account the damage of the Naruto bomb, he 

hit 30 million magical injuries, and Alfonso fell to the ground and died! 

 

A light flashed, and Alfonso was resurrected in situ. He had the resurrection stone. Lu Yang had already 

guessed this. Looking at Alfonso who did not run away, Lu Yang uttered a spell. 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 

A group of Alfonso escaping from the flames of the sky, Alfonso fell to the ground again! 

 

The anchors watching it went crazy again. 

 

“Insult, this is definitely an insult. Lu Yang killed Alfonso in the most insulting way.” 

 

“Oh my god, Alfonso is a fool. When he ran away, he didn’t even know if he could run straight, but he 

was hit by the skill of extinguishing Tianhuo with a delay of 2 seconds. This …” 

 

“I can’t believe that Alfonso died again because of Skyfire.” 

 

… 

 

Skyfire has been studied by players. As long as you see the fire mage release this skill, the random run 

can be avoided, but Alfonso even forgot to run, and he died like this again. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Alfonso’s dead body in the distance, the equipment that fell out and the heart of God 

of War that fell on Alfonso’s chest. He didn’t immediately pick it up, but a sneer appeared on his face. 

 



“Alfonso, you asked for it Don’t blame me.” Lu Yang said the spell. 

 

“flicker” 

 

A white light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in front of Alfonso, just as he saw Alfonso’s eyes stunned. 

 

“Do you think I’m stupid? Level 8 God of War’s Heart has 3 resurrection mechanisms. When you don’t 

know it? How dare you pretend to be dead and put the God of War’s heart in front of your chest?” Lu 

Yang laughed, with his right hand in the direction of Knock on the ground. 

 

“Yanyang Lock” 

 

Alfonso was tied to the ground by nine flame chains. 

 

Lu Yang crouched down easily, picked up the God of War heart and put it in his backpack. He said to 

Alfonso, “You can go to death.” 

 

Alfonso had fallen into rage and shouted, “Lu Yang, I will fight against you. You can’t win me, you can’t 

win me.” 

 

Lu Yang was too lazy to ignore him, turned around and turned into a phoenix and flew into the sky, at 

the same time, the bloodwolf guard in the distance rushed to Alfonso, tearing him to pieces. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1332 - Great victory 

  

Alfonso meant to lure Lu Yang. He knew that he couldn’t beat Lu Yang, and the soldiers could not run 

faster than Lu Yang. Therefore, he decided to take a risk. 



 

The heart of level 8 God of War, anyone who sees it for the first time will be excited and forget it. The 

thrill of falling out of other people’s equipment will make people rush to the equipment, and grab the 

equipment first. 

 

But he did not expect that Lu Yang could be so calm, and still remember the special effects of the God of 

War under such circumstances. 

 

On the battlefield. 

 

The death of Alfonso led to the complete collapse of the command system on the battlefield. Unlike the 

command system of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood, which has gone through numerous wars, the 

Alfonso Group command system that has not experienced too many life-and-death battles in the 

eastern mountains is extremely complicated. Without Alfonso, 2 million people were completely 

chaotic. 

 

On the other hand, the Iron Brotherhood, the offensive on the battlefield is very clear, both the frontal 

attack of the ancestor tauren, and the two-winged bloodwolf legion interspersed, the archbishop priest 

followed the blood, and the shadow warrior and theocratic knight protected behind. 

 

“Kill!” 

 

Flame Knife shouted, and rushed with his brothers. His position was already the legion leader, but he did 

not get a 160-level sub-artifact suit, but only wore a dark gold suit of 169. 

 

“boom” 

 

A magic hit in the distance, and his position was full of light, but when the light dissipated, the flame 

knife looked at his blood, and it was only less than 10,000 points. 

 

There was a smile on his face, saying, “Haha, it’s so cool! It took dozens of people to kill me so badly. My 

13 million HP stood here so that you can’t kill me. “ 

 



In other words, the Flame Knife leaped forward to attack the French group that attacked him. It is a 

group of three-turned mage players with a 140-level dark gold set. Gems, enchantments, cooking, 

mixture, and complete status are placed on any of the new continents at this time. The strongest guilds 

are the main forces on the battlefield. However, the attacks launched by dozens of people have caused 

such low damage to the flame knife, and even they are desperate. 

 

“Cleave” 

 

“Flame Slash” 

 

… 

 

The Fire Knife can deal more than 10 million critical hits with each attack. The health of any 140-level 

Dark Gold Spell Master does not exceed 3 million. As long as it is hit, it will undoubtedly die, and it will 

suppress 20 levels and hit The damage is almost inevitable. 

 

“Damn, why are the levels of the Jagged Brothers League so high, and the equipment is so good, they 

can’t do any harm at all.” A Spanish mage commander cursed, and he had just hit 2,000 injuries. 

 

“God, they are all wearing a 160-level dark gold suit. Killing my men’s anti-combat kills, **** it, how can 

this fight be fought?” Another Spanish commander cursed. 

 

“Let’s run, we can’t fight anymore, run separately.” Said the head of the mage. 

 

“Today is the day of the death of the League of Kings Guild. No matter where you go, as long as you are 

a player of the League of Kings Guild, you must die!” Flame Knife slammed another Druid player to 

death. 

 

The surrounding Spanish players were stunned by the words of the flame knife. 

 

“Do you really want to perish Alfonso’s guild? Instead of robbing and leaving?” The mage chief asked. 

 



Flame Knife said: “If you want to live, go to the Dragonwings Guild of Ayala to report, otherwise, it will 

be death!” 

 

The Flame Knife poses in an attack posture, and the surrounding Spanish players are deterred. In this 

situation, they can’t run away, and they can’t beat, they have no intention of fighting. 

 

“Is it true that Ayala will not die?” A Spanish player asked suddenly. 

 

The Spanish players around the group leader and captain level glared at each other, but the player 

turned a blind eye, staring directly at the flame knife. 

 

Fireblade said, “Of course.” 

 

This is a tactic set at the time of Lu Yang’s attack. European players’ accounts are almost all their own. 

Few East and Southeast Asian players sell their accounts to the guild. Therefore, their loyalty to the guild 

is not high. Joining the guild is only for better copying. I’m not happy to change the guild at any time. 

 

The Spanish shooter player heard the flame knife saying that the weapon was retracted, and said, “I quit 

the League of Kings. Alfonso is not worthy of being my president. Such a person who is looking for his 

brother’s wife should have been replaced.” 

 

The dark white light flashed, the Spanish shooter exited the guild, and the surrounding Spanish players 

saw this scene, no longer hesitating, followed by putting away the weapons, or quit the guild and chose 

to return to the city, or directly return to the city. 

 

The Flame Sword was also a little absent-minded about Lu Yang’s requirements. Thinking of how a guild 

player would retreat under such circumstances, I did not expect such a situation, and there were so 

many people. 

 

The Flame Knife looked at the remaining Spanish heads and captains and said, “It doesn’t seem that we 

need to attack, Alfonso has exhausted his count!” 

 



The rest of the Spanish players’ faces were bleak. Alfonso’s recent series of events really chilled the 

players in the guild. The event in Fernand even split the guild. Obviously, the Spanish players have 

already disagreed with Alfonso. . 

 

“Anyway, we are the current players of Alfonso, and it is our duty to work for him.” Said the head of the 

mage. 

 

“Then you go to death!” The Flame Knife slashed several consecutive players, killing the Spanish player 

who did not leave, and then he continued to hunt. 

 

On the battlefield, such a scene was staged in various places. A large number of Spanish players chose to 

withdraw from the guild. Obviously, they were fed up with Alfonso, plus Lu Yang’s attack and the 

appearance of Ayala and many stars, some chose to join Most of Ayala’s guilds flew to Heaven to avoid 

wars. 

 

Lu Yang fought with people for over an hour and the battle was over. Two million people in Alfonso 

were no longer resurrected at the resurrection point near the plain. At this point, the nominally 

Brotherhood of Iron and Blood has laid down half of the mountains in the eastern mountains. Ayala also 

got tens of thousands of players to join in a short time. 

 

On the Shenxue Plain Iron Brothers Alliance regrouped, while the people gathered, Tu Feng reported the 

battle report to Lu Yang, saying: “Our battle killed 128 people in this battle, and our equipment was not 

damaged. Grab the situation. “ 

 

Lu Yang: “…” 

 

“You guys are strong enough! It’s too much to make Alfonso like this!” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

Zhuo Jiu and White Lion laughed. 

 

“Can anyone think of Alfonso being so weak, I was quite nervous at first, Bai was nervous!” Liu Yunpeng 

said, scratching his head. 

 



Everyone laughed. 

 

“The main reason is that Alfonso is too unpopular, and Alfonso’s side fell short during the battle.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “Everyone don’t care, the next battle must be fully attacked. This battle 

cannot be lost.” 

 

Ayala and Elena and others looked at Lu Yang, their faces were surprised. 

 

Chapter 1333 - Action by all parties 

  

Lu Yang defeated 2 million people with 300,000 people. He defeated half of the mountains in the 

eastern mountains in the First World War, and Alfonso, the leader of the strongest guild of the same 

level, was attacked by the wolverines and fled. There was no arrogant, arrogant expression on the face, 

which made them feel terrible. 

 

“President Lu Yang, should we take a break?” Elena asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Gathering more than half of the players in your hands, as I continue to attack, I will 

completely defeat Alfonso today and win the entire eastern mountain area.” 

 

At the beginning of the war here, Lu Yang received news that Liu Jie, the Cavalry Regiment, the Group of 

Eight, and the major guilds in the central region were about to move. 

 

It can be imagined that these people will never let him hit the eastern mountain area so easily, he will 

definitely take advantage of the emptiness inside him to attack. 

 

Counting all kinds of time including assembly, whole team, moving time, and whole team attack, the 

time left for him to attack the eastern mountainous area will not exceed five hours. Lu Yang must lay 

down the entire eastern mountainous area before others such as Padu and Li Wenxing cannot resist . 

 



Ayala said: “The Hydra Fortress is not easy to attack, Alfonso must be there to gather millions of players 

to fight with us,” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “To show you a new way of fighting today, the more people there are, the 

worse you lose.” 

 

Ayala and Elena were surprised and were about to inquire about the way of play. Pride and Liu Yunpeng 

and others came to Lu Yang in front of them and said together, “The whole team has been completed.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go.” 

 

“Yes!” Everyone answered. 

 

More than 300,000 troops immediately started to march towards the Hydra Fortress. 

 

After three hours. 

 

Tianjian Fortress, Li Wenxing is patrolling the fortress with people. 

 

“Boss, will the Germans and Africans really come?” Jin Anhuan, head of the First Army, asked. 

 

Li Wenxing smiled proudly on his face and said, “An hour ago, the boss heard the news that the Cavalry 

Regiment and the African Legion reached a reconciliation, and both sides were preparing to launch an 

onslaught against the Sky Sword Fortress. It is estimated that they will come soon. You must hold on. As 

long as you hold on here, the main contribution of this war is ours, and the boss’s investment in us will 

definitely increase even more. “ 

 

“Boss rest assured that President Lu Yang has invested in us this way, and we will be desperate!” Jin 

Anhuan shouted. 

 

Korean players on the fortress wall laughed and nodded in approval. 

 



Since Pu Renyi defeated them, lost the guild and their homeland, and was chased and killed by Pu 

Renyi’s men. Later, Lu Yang replanted Li Wenxing, gave them their homeland, and gave them sufficient 

funds for development. They are true to Lu Yang. grateful. 

 

Many Chinese people feel that South Korea is a very embarrassing nation. Every time they encounter 

something, they yell, as if they have received a lot of grievances, and most of them are not convinced. 

They always live in the Republic of Korea, and they have to talk to others about everything. By 

comparison, I ca n’t compare with you, but I also have to prove that I am better than you. 

 

The reason why this happens is really not to blame the Koreans. They are really unlucky. They are 

sandwiched between the three living superpowers of China, Japan and Russia, and they think they are 

pathetic. 

 

Lu Yang has sincerely treated Li Wenxing and all Korean players since conquering the South Korean 

region. He believes that his sincerity will be changed to the sincerity of the Koreans. 

 

“Woo ~!” 

 

The gate of the Chieftain’s fortress suddenly opened, and countless players of the Cavalry Regiment and 

the African Legion rushed out of the gate and rushed towards the Tianjian Fortress with a half-hour 

interval. 

 

“Boss, the enemy is here!” Jin Anhuan shouted excitedly pointing outside the city wall. 

 

Li Wenxing held one foot on the wall, holding the banner of the Jagged Brotherhood in his left hand and 

shouting loudly with a loudspeaker: “Grandchildren, come and report to your grandpa Li, ha ha ha ha!” 

 

More than 800,000 South Korean players stood on the city wall in an attack posture, and tens of 

thousands of lightning towers glowed a fuchsia light. 

 

Steige rushed out of the fort first, and rushed to the front with someone. 

 



Just as he rushed side by side was Liu Jie. The two were on the same charge, and the number of players 

behind them was the same, each with 2 million people. At the same time, they also brought out 1,000 

trebuchets. 

 

In Alice’s special space, Liu Jie’s African Legion, the Cavalry Regiment, and the Group of Eight countries 

reached an agreement to send troops to attack the Sword Fortress. Each side sent the most elite 2 

million players. If necessary, follow-up Additional investment. 

 

Steige hated Lu Yang and wanted to play the Tianjian fortress long ago, but he didn’t have that strength 

himself. This time, he finally had the opportunity to form an alliance. He was eager to prepare for the 

Tianxia fortress and swept Luxia’s Huaxia. region. 

 

“As long as the Tianjian Fortress is laid down, one-third of Lu Yang’s plate is ours, and what we beat 

down is still his base camp. The blow to him is the greatest. Brothers, success or failure is here …” Grid 

loudly encouraged his players. 

 

On the other side, Liu Jie is also encouraging loudly, but in private, Liu Jie is talking privately with the 

dead grass. 

 

“Why do most of the players who sent me are ordinary people in the 120-130 level? Aren’t we trying to 

play once? In case of a hit?” Liu Jie asked. 

 

The dead grass smiled and said, “You can rest assured that as long as the Tianjian fortress can be 

knocked down a little, Luyang’s 300,000 people will definitely return in full. That is Lu Yang’s hometown, 

connecting the northeast and central regions. An important connection point for Lu Yangneng will be to 

relinquish all the newly occupied G8 areas, and even the area that once climbed to the sky, will not give 

up such a sky sword fortress. “ 

 

Liu Jie said, “Well, this time?” 

 

“Hey deceived Steige, this boy was bullied by Lu Yang in this year, and he will definitely die with Lu Yang. 

When he is exhausted, it is us It’s time to strike the Cavalry Regiment with the best. “Said dead grass. 

 



Liu Jie still didn’t quite understand. Before that, the dead grass tried to encourage him to participate in 

the war, but now he wants to sneak attack on the Cavalry Regiment of the Gods. He doesn’t understand 

something. 

 

“Then we are watching Steiger attack these days?” Liu Jie asked. 

 

“No, no, no, we have to create the illusion, put on a posture of full-scale attack and fight against the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, let Steige believe that we fight with all our strength, wait for Steige to 

believe, and weary with Lu Yang, It’s time we attacked the Cavalry of the Gods, “said the dead grass. 

 

“Can Lu Yang sit and watch as we annex the Cavalry of the Gods?” Liu Jie asked. 

 

Counting dead grass is a hey smile, saying: “The G8 region occupied by Luyang this time will be spit out 

by the G8 and many guilds in the central region. He is still difficult to protect himself. How can we take 

care of us?” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1334 - Bing Pro 9 Snake Fortress 

  

Liu Jie nodded clearly, looking at Steige, Rennes and others with a smile on his face and said, “Since this 

is the case, then we storm the Iron Brotherhood, such as Yue Taishan, and lead the army first. Launch an 

attack. “ 

 

“Yes.” If Yue Taishan respectfully responded, turned and looked at the players behind him and shouted: 

“All attention, the first army to the tenth army, the first wave, attack ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

… 



 

The heads of the ten legions raised their weapons and shouted at the same time, and 100,000 people 

attacked the sky sword fortress. At the same time, behind these 100,000 people were 100 catapults. 

 

Ramparts. 

 

Li Wenxing roared: “The first group of the forbidden mage group, attack ~!” 

 

1,000 forbidden mages chanted the spell at the same time. After 10 seconds, the first wave of forbidden 

spells landed on the player Liu Jie who rushed to within 200 meters, and a large number of African 

players died. 

 

The players under Li Wenxing just smiled, and the clouds in the sky on the fortress wall were overcast. 

The forbidden mage belonging to the African Legion also began to release the spell. For a time, the 

forbidden spell was everywhere. death. 

 

Li Wenxing immediately hid behind the bunker on the city wall. This bunker had a stone roof to prevent 

the curse damage. He turned his head and looked under the city wall. Although Liu Jie’s men were 

blocked, he could build a siege vehicle for siege science. But keep moving. 

 

A siege vehicle, a house-shaped wooden building with two rows of wheels under the house, and a 

wooden iron-headed ram on the front of the house. 

 

Each siege vehicle can hide 20 players. Their role is to step on the wooden pedals under their feet to 

provide power for the siege vehicle. When the siege vehicle comes to the wall or the front of the gate, it 

is hit with a hammer. 

 

The damage of this weapon to the city wall is extremely huge, each hit is 4 million damage, and its own 

health is 10 billion. Although the armor is not high, even this level of health, even a 160-level dark gold 

sleeve mage is very headache. 

 

“A soil mage launched a mire attack, and the shooter released a frozen trap.” Li Wenxing shouted. 

 



Inside the city wall is the Tibetan Soldier Pavilion. Earth mages and archer players hiding in the Tibetan 

Soldier Pavilion immediately activate their skills. 

 

The siege vehicle that was on the move suddenly felt the ground sink, and then the freezing light lit up, 

and a thick layer of ice formed on the ground. 

 

Seeing dozens of siege vehicles frozen in place, Li Wenxing shouted, “Lightning Tower, launch a lightning 

attack.” 

 

Blue lights flashed from the lightning towers on the fortress walls, including the cliffs on both sides. 

Then, like purgatory, tens of thousands of lightning towers launched attacks at the same time, and 

players rushed into the range of 500 meters were killed by lightning. 

 

But just after the Lightning Tower launched a wave of attacks, Liu Jie’s slinger arrived, countless 

megaliths burning with flames were thrown on the city wall, and the Lightning Tower was damaged. 

 

The players of the African Legion cheered excitedly and launched an offensive attack, but before they 

ran under the city wall, from the fortress, countless flame boulders suddenly flew out. Africa within 100 

meters below the wall All players are killed. 

 

This is the siege weapon of the Jagged Brothers Alliance-Catapult! 

 

The trebuchet’s attack range was 800 meters away, and all were placed inside the fortress. A total of 

2,000 were the strongest assault weapons of the Brotherhood. 

 

African players were snoring for a while, and the attack was not backward or backward. At this time, 

such as Yue Taishan rushed to the front, roaring: “As soon as the drums slam, there is no advance, 

African legion, attack ~!” 

 

“Kill!” The African players attacked the Sky Sword Fortress again crazy! 

 

far away. 

 



Steiger, Rennes and others are watching Liu Jie’s attack. Although they agreed to Liu Jie’s joint attack 

plan, the suggestions made by the enemies on the side of the bed still made Steiger and others 

skeptical. 

 

“Looking like this, Liu Jie really cooperated. His attack was crazy.” Toremi said with a sigh. 

 

Lein leaned his body next to Tolomit, gave her a frivolous glance, and turned to look at the battlefield 

and said, “That’s true, Liu Jie’s attack is really fierce.” 

 

Steiger nodded and said, “Since Liu Jie used his full strength, we will not stay any longer. Half of the 

main force brought in was all involved in the battle. When Liu Jie retreated, we tried to open the Sky 

Sword Fortress once while they were there. When we are tired, we fight for two-thirds of the fort. “ 

 

Rennes and Gadafi, Tolomi nodded. 

 

… 

 

On the Shenmang Plain, Lu Yang and his team were able to see the black shadow of the Hydra Fortress. 

He was talking to Li Wenxing and was always watching the situation on the battlefield. 

 

“Li Wenxing, can you hold it up, if there is any feeling you can’t hold it up, tell me immediately, the Sky 

Sword Fortress must not have any errors.” Lu Yang said sharply. 

 

Li Wenxing exclaimed in excitement: “Her President, please rest assured that the current situation is 

good. We have killed at least 500,000 African legions, and did not let the enemy walk one step within 50 

meters of the fortress.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the battlefield through Li Wenxing’s perspective. As Li Wenxing said, although the 

situation on the battlefield seemed fierce, the Iron Brother Brothers players at the fortress died a lot, 

but Liu Jie’s legion didn’t charge in. 

 

“Very good, still that sentence, if there is something I will immediately call for support.” Lu Yang said. 

 



“Yes,” Li Wenxing said loudly. 

 

Lu Yang closed the intercom, at this time he had no time to think about the other. The decisive battle 

with Alfonso was just around the corner. The Group of Eight and the Central Four Guilds were about to 

reach an agreement to attack the Lalbagh Fortress and the Gold Mine Fortress. 

 

Like the dead grass conjecture, Lu Yang’s idea was to trade space for time, preferring to abandon all G8 

occupation areas west of the newly occupied Qingling Plain fortress to achieve his idea of laying down 

the entire eastern mountainous area. 

 

The eastern mountain area is simply an inaccessible area. As long as Lu Yang can defend and live, only 

one eastern mountain area can make enough money to be worth the money made in India, China, Nine 

Stars, and South Korea. Sum. 

 

Because the main player group in the eastern mountain area is Europeans, they use the euro, and these 

people are very rich. Unlike China, players in these EU countries have no worries about their lives. 

 

Their medical treatment is completely free. Even if you go to the hospital to see a doctor, there is no 

money when you are discharged, and the hospital will give you some money. 

 

Raising children is also free of charge. All education costs for children are borne by the state, and the 

country that gave birth will also subsidize them. 

 

It is easy to work, old age and pension, at least 800 euros, which is equivalent to the income of 67,000 

yuan for Chinese people. 

 

These people are the main consumer groups in the game. The average European player spends in the 

game, which is equivalent to more than seven Southeast Asian players. 

 

At present, the most profitable region of the Jagged Brothers League is not the Huaxia region or the 

India region, nor is it the South Korea region, but the small Nine Star Alliance region, where most of 

them are European players. 

 



As long as Lu Yang lays down the eastern mountain area With this place, he can get a lot of money in a 

short time. Even if he loses the newly occupied G8 area, there is 5 hours of Qingling Plain The natural 

danger blocked, the Group of Eight could not attack Lu Yang, but Lu Yang could go from purple lily and 

ice marks. The three fortresses attacked the G8. 

 

The same is true of the Sky Sword Fortress. As long as this fortress is not lost, there will be no problems 

in the Huaxia area of Lu Yang, and there will be no problems in the South Korea and Nine Star Alliance 

areas sandwiched between the two areas. In half a year, Lu Yang had enough strength to win half a new 

continent. 

 

Tu Feng came to Lu Yang and said, “Boss, just got the news. Inside the Hydra Fortress, Alfonso 

assembled more than 1.2 million punishment knights and templar knights.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Alfonso is not stupid. He knows that we will be beaten with Templar knights 

and punishment knights.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “Although these two classes start punishing angels and ignore their defenses, the 

skills last only 1 minute and the cooling time is half an hour. We already have countermeasures. How 

can they be useful to us?” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1335 - 9-Head Snake Fortress 

  

Elena asked curiously, “How are you going to fight?” 

 

Lu Yang glanced at her with a smile, turned around, held up his staff, and spoke loudly using the full 

picture call: “The army approached the Hydra fortress and followed me.” 

 



“Drink ~!” 

 

Zhuoju and the White Lion shouted in unison with 300,000 players. As Lu Yang marched forward and 

reached a position 3,000 meters in front of the Hydra Fortress, the team stopped in front of Lu Yang, 

1,000 meters away from them. Somewhere, Alfonso was waiting there with millions of players. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Alfonso in the distance. At this moment, Alfonso’s expression was angry, which made 

Lu Yang smile slightly, and said, “Alfonso, don’t have a long memory, think that people are more to me 

Does it work? “ 

 

Alfonso was already very angry at this time, and in his heart was even more terrified. He knew that this 

time Lu Yang really wanted to completely destroy him, and that 300,000 people really killed him all in 

the eastern mountainous area. strength. 

 

“Lu Yang, don’t think I’m afraid of you, you have the courage to attack.” Alfonso rushed to Landing Yang 

and roared. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Don’t you see me? Your last reliance is on the more than one million paladins 

behind you. Don’t I use 300,000 people to fight your paladins?” 

 

Alfonso was broken by Lu Yang’s words. The skill of punishing the knights and templars was too short. 

Only Lu Yang could attack positively. He could rely on these two professions and Lu Yang to fight hard. If 

Lu Yang did not fight, then He didn’t dare to attack. 

 

Or there is another way. If you want to win the battle, you can only let a sufficient number of players to 

die, let Lu Yang kill his eyes, and be ecstatic. After ignoring the battlefield situation, it is possible to have 

a fatal blow. 

 

“Since you are not here to hit me, don’t blame me for being rude,” Alfonso said loudly. 

 

Millions of Spanish players, slowly launching an outcry from the two wings towards the Jagged Brothers 

Alliance, have the idea of surrounding these 300,000 people. 

 



Elena said: “We are going back, we can’t let them be surrounded. If they are surrounded, we can easily 

be consumed by them.” 

 

Lu Yang ignored Elena and picked up the phone and said, “The Master of Time and Space prepares, and 

the countdown to teleportation starts, coordinate 920193.1930492.” 

 

Holy Spirit Fortress. 

 

Lu Yuming, the head of the Master of Time and Space, and Huo Zong, the deputy head of the group, are 

chatting with 10,000 elf wizards interspersed with 50,000 forbidden mages in the Indian area. After 

hearing the order, the two eyes immediately became excited. 

 

Lu Yuming shouted, “Brothers, the battle is about to begin. The mage is ready to release the curse, and 

we will start teleporting immediately.” 

 

Space-time Elf Masters can teleport according to fixed coordinates, and 10,000 people look at the Indian 

Master players around them. 

 

“Space-Time Link” 

 

A blue-blue light emerged from a space-time mage and linked to an Indian mage player. 

 

A total of 10,000 Indian mages were all linked by time and space. Huo Zong saw no problem when he 

saw, and shouted: “All are ready to teleport, countdown 5 

 

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 



1 

 

Send. “ 

 

A flash of time and space flashed in the Holy Spirit Fortress, and the next second, before the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, at this time, millions of players in Alfonso were collectively suppressing 

toward the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. Less than 500 meters. 

 

Alfonso’s face was already excited, as long as he could surround the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, he 

would be able to let more than one million players of the discipline knights and the Templars rush up, 

ignoring the protection of the skills of the discipline angel A effect that hacks the players of the Iron 

Brotherhood. 

 

As long as one player from the Brotherhood of Iron Blood dies, there are more than one million people 

in the necropolis, where there are traps and trebuchets. As long as the player from Brotherhood of Iron 

Blood is resurrected there, they will be killed in place. 

 

Players of the Jagged Brothers League can have such powerful strength, it is nothing more than relying 

on equipment. As long as the equipment is lost, even if it is level 160, it is also a group of toothless 

tigers. 

 

“Quickly encircle them and surround them.” Alfonso yelled at Lunyang, but at this moment, a light 

appeared in front of Lu Yang, and then he saw 20,000 mages appear in front of the battlefield. 

 

“Great Ancestor of Fire …” 

 

“The great ancestor of the ice …” 

 

… 

 

10,000 Indian forbidden mages chanted the spell at the same time. After only 5 seconds, 10,000 

secondary forbidden spells fell directly in front of Alfonso’s team. 

 



Although these 10,000 forbidden mages are all level 140 players, under the concentrated attack of these 

people, at least half of the more than 3 million players in front of Alfonso were attacked by the 

forbidden spell. The formation was chaotic, and countless Templars and Punishers had to be invincible 

to move forward. 

 

But invincible is only 10 seconds! 

 

Lu Yang looked at Liu Yunpeng and shouted, “The Tauren Army advances and crushes the past. No 

matter how many Paladins, they are crushed to death.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, look at me.” Liu Yunpeng waved a totem pole and took 30,000 brothers to the front, 

crushed the acceleration scroll and said: “Brothers, follow me to level the Alfonso legion, penetrate the 

enemy line, the iron blood brotherhood , Kill ~! “ 

 

“Kill ~” 

 

The 30,000 ancestor tauren stood side by side, waving the totem pole in their hands, and rushed 

forward under the effect of the accelerated scroll. 

 

The distance between the two sides was less than 100 meters. For a time, the two sides met with each 

other, but the ancestor Tauren had launched the smashing hammer, and the totem had a length of 5 

meters. The paladin was close without the invincible protection. Nothing can be done, and a large 

number of deaths. 

 

The Ground Hammer has no cooldown time. It can be launched as long as the energy point is enough. 

When the tauren rushed into the front, Alfonso’s Archer Legion and the Forbidden Legion attacked fully, 

but under the protection of 160 dark gold armor, The tauren not only shed very little blood, but the 

energy slot is always full. 

 

Lu Yang watched as 30,000 tauren hit a 6-kilometer avenue in parallel, all on the ground were the bodies 

of players under Alfonso. 

 

“Yes Lu Yang looked to the left and said to the pride around him:” Quickly jumped out of the 

encirclement of the enemy from the flanks, and then swooped back to fight their back team. “ 



 

The front team has anti-riding with high defense and high magic resistance, while the latter team is 

healing and output. As long as the blood wolf legion passes through the encircling circle to the back of 

the Alfonso legion, Alfonso’s left wing must collapse. 

 

“Leave it to the Blood Wolf Legion.” Pride Wan Wan turned back and ran to the 100,000 Blood Wolf 

Legion, shouting: “The gang of cows are robbing me of their credit again, and they all cheer me up. The 

battle is right in front of me. Follow me on the offensive, Jagged Brothers, kill ~! “ 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

The 100,000 blood wolves were divided into 10 teams. With a super fast moving speed of 650%, they 

easily penetrated into the gap of Alfonso’s left-wing legion. They rushed out of the encirclement in less 

than 10 minutes. None of the 100,000 battle-damaged . 

 

Because they had scrolls in their hands, whenever they died, they were immediately rescued by their 

teammates and continued to storm forward. 

 

With a lot of pride, looking back behind him, hundreds of Alfonso’s backs were being exposed in front of 

him. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1336 - Fernando sneaks on 9 Serpent Keep 

  

With a look of pride, Tianchangxiao looked at the enemy’s weak defense team and shouted, “Iron 

brothers, kill!” 

 

“Woohoo ~!” 

 



The howling wolf shook the sky, and the 100,000 mad wolf charged at full speed, rushing into the 

mage’s position in less than 1 minute. 

 

“Mad torn bite” 

 

A paw shot with pride on an ice mage. 

 

“3832849” (Critical Strike) 

 

The 140-level dark gold set of ice mages fell in response. This scene became normal in the blood wolf 

legion. The blood wolf was originally a light warrior profession who switched to slashing the armor class. 

The mage had less than 300,000 armor. In front of a blood wolf with more than 2 million attack power, 

there is a child’s play. With a total of less than 2 million health, any skill attack can kill one, triggering a 

critical strike, and the overflowing damage is enough to kill another person. 

 

Lu Yang watched Alfonso’s left and rear lineup become chaotic. Those who were attacking had to stop. 

The mage, shooter, warlock, priest and other professions in the back team fled around, even if they used 

control skills. Every blood wolf The soldiers have a large number of scrolls for contact control, as well as 

scrolls for magic immunity. Once they are controlled, use the release control immediately. They cannot 

be released by themselves, and there will be teammates to help them. 

 

Whether it’s stun, changing sheep, freezing, slowing down, sand, swamp, cold wind will not work for 

them. The blood speed of 650% of the blood wolf is just like the chase ghost. None of the players 

targeted by the blood wolf can escape. of. 

 

When the frontal battlefield was fierce, nobody noticed that Fernando, the vice president who was 

green by Alfonso, quietly took 50,000 players behind the fortress side. 

 

“Brothers, it’s time for our revenge. Thank you brothers for your continued help. Everything we robbed 

today belongs to the brothers personally. Attack the Hydra Fortress and kill them!” Fernando roared. 

 

50,000 people rose in blood and attacked the fortress. At this time, all the troops of Alfonso were on the 

east side of the Hydra Fortress. Millions of people built a wall in front of the Hydra Fortress. I never 



thought that someone could appear on the west side of the Hydra Fortress to attack the fortress, so 

there were only a small number of players on the wall. 

 

Coincidentally, the player in charge of defending the west is a very good friend of Alfonso personally, 

and has always hated Alfonso. This time, the player opened the gate immediately and Alfonso took 5 

People rushed straight into the fortress. 

 

At this time inside the fortress, there are hundreds of logistic players in the Alliance of Kings Alliance 

giving out 140 pieces of dark gold equipment to dropped players. Veteran Alvaro is in charge of the guild 

himself. Hundreds of thousands of people are also transferred in. On the front line, he was not 

dispatched, because Alfonso’s men were not worthy of his trust and can control the overall situation, 

and can only let Alvaro stay in the city to coordinate the overall situation. 

 

Fortress in the middle of the fortress. 

 

“Not good, Your Excellency Vice President, there is a traitor in Simon, the defender opens the gate, and 

Fernando rushes in with 50,000 people.” A player hurried to Alvaro and said in a panic. 

 

Alvaro already knew at this time that the West City Gate had a scout arranged by him. Over his men, he 

looked in the direction of the West City Gate. Fernando’s vanguard had rushed into the security zone on 

the west side of the fortress and started with the Spanish players. Fight. 

 

“How hard it is, people from the same country and once belonged to the same guild, how can they be as 

troubled as they are today.” Alvaro muttered to himself in pain. 

 

At first, he was more valued and jealous of this newly appointed vice-chairman Fernando. He was young, 

brave, appealing, and an admirable skill and eloquence. Players in the guild were willing to be under his 

hands. Willing to follow him bravely, but now how it turned out, Alvaro was really angry with Alfonso. 

 

“Vice-Chairman, we need to send someone to support us, and we can’t wait any longer.” The deputy 

around him saw Alvaro silent and reminded him. 

 

Alvaro sighed and said, “How to support, all the players in the city are defeated. The frontline battlefield 

is already chaotic. The team returned to the frontline without completing the equipment and status. 



There is almost no entire team. I do n’t know who he is, he just rushed to the battlefield with 10,000 

people together. How can such a team fight with Fernando? He has a lot of elites in the guild. ” 

 

At first Fernando brought the main force of the League of Kings. Although he was defeated in the end, a 

large number of players with unsettled spirits left Fernando, but all the remaining ones were masters. 

 

This is a group of players who can survive the encirclement of a large number of enemies, and their 

strength is far from being able to be resisted by ordinary players. 

 

“But we must support or you will be held accountable by Your Excellency,” the deputy reminded. 

 

Alvaro sighed again and said, “Forget it, take my old face and talk to Fernando. I hope he can give me 

two more points, let’s go and gather the players.” 

 

“Yes.” Several deputies issued orders in succession, and all the more than 100,000 players who were 

recovering from the east gate turned around and ran towards the security zone on the west side of the 

fortress. 

 

During the chaos in the city, no one noticed that Han Fei, Han Yu, Jiang Chen and Tianhui and a few 

other little ones secretly avoided the 10,000 people of the Second Age ancestors, the God Assassin 

Army. On the front of the battlefield, he walked to Simon of the Hydra Fortress. 

 

Originally, when Lu Yang formulated the tactics, the main force was fighting in front, and the God 

Assassin sneaked into the enemy’s fortress. As long as the coordinates were given, the 10,000 Space-

Time Elf Mage could support it at any time. In this case, the God Assassin relied on level 160 equipment. 

With the support of the Forbidden Mage It is easy to sneak up on the supply classes in enemy cities. 

 

This war has become a supply for both sides. Lu Yang’s supply was exhausted first, and he had to retreat. 

Alfonso’s supply was gone, and the guild was dispersed. 

 

According to the exact information obtained by Lu Yang, Hydra Fortress has at least half of Alfonso’s 

supply materials, all stacked in the warehouse in the central security zone. 

 



Han Fei and Han Yu originally wanted to summon the forbidden mage immediately after attacking 

Ximen, forcibly killing the supply team in Xicheng District and taking away the storage bags, but the 

current situation left them a little scratched their heads. 

 

“Strange, why did the people inside the Alfonso Guild fight themselves?” Jiang Chen stood looking at the 

gate and asked to be released. 

 

Han Fei pointed his finger at the front player and said, “That’s Fernando who is green.” 

 

Jiang Chen: “…” 

 

Radiant: “…” 

 

Han Yu: “…” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1337 - Fernando surrenders 

  

“Should we say something to the elder brother.” Han Yu asked. 

 

Han Fei nodded, took out the phone and called Lu Yang, saying: “The Simon of the Hydra Fortress was 

opened, but it was not our attack. Fernando had just sneaked into Ximen with 50,000 people. Now the 

security zone in the west of the fortress and Alfonso’s men fight together. “ 

 

Lu Yang was directing the battle on the front line. In such a scene, he did not dare to turn into a phoenix 

to join the battle at will, but he could look down at the ground from a high altitude. From his point of 

view, he had seen problems inside the Hydra Fortress, but he did not expect that they were not Han Fei 

Yes, but Fernando. 

 



“I talked to him personally, and you put off the offense.” Lu Yang had Fernando’s phone. He turned off 

the phone, turned on Fernando’s phone, and called. 

 

Hydra Fortress, West Security Zone. 

 

Fernando’s men are fighting with Alvaro’s men. Fernando and Alvaro did not play against each other. It 

was not that Fernando did not want to fight, but Alvaro was standing in front of Fernando, and 

Fernando could not move. 

 

“Brothers who have been friends for many years, Fernando, you …” Alvaro wanted Fernando to stop the 

attack, but he couldn’t say this. It was Alvaro’s fiancee and was given by Alfonso. It was green, and 

Alvaro thought about it. 

 

Fernando gritted his teeth and looked at Alvaro. “Get out, don’t force me to do it. You are my respected 

brother. I don’t want to fight you.” 

 

Alvaro said helplessly: “I can’t make it. I want to make it. The front line is completely broken. Brother, 

you can do this now. Believe me. Give me a few minutes. I will now Call Alfonso, and at this time you can 

offer him terms, whether you make him apologize or make him lose money, he will agree. “ 

 

The expression on Fernando’s face was a little easing. He came here for no purpose, he just wanted to 

add a block to Alfonso. As for what he could achieve after the block, he never thought about it, but 

Alvaro said, but Let Fernando be a little tempted. 

 

“Can you really make Alfonso apologize and compensate us for our losses?” Fernando asked. 

 

Alvaro breathed a sigh of relief from the boss. He knew in his heart that Alfonso might be forced to 

apologize at this time, and would also compensate some of the money, but once Alfonso slowed down, 

Fernando will face Alfonso. Suffering from storms and storms, I am afraid that this game can no longer 

be played, but at this time, he has to say so. 

 

“Brother, I’m sorry.” Alvaro sighed helplessly and shouted to Fernando: “Be assured, my brother must 

let Alfonso give you an apology to lose money, which he must do.” 

 



Fernando’s expression slowed, just as he raised his hand and ordered all his players to stop attacking … 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The sound of the intercom sounded, and Fernando frowned, finding that Lu Yang had called him, which 

made his face look surprised. 

 

He pressed the speaker and said, “What are you calling me for?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Why, do you have any opinions about me?” 

 

Fernando had more than just an opinion on Lu Yang. It was simply a grudge. It was Lu Yang who burst 

out and he was green by Alfonso, and it was Lu Yang who provided supplies to let him fight against 

Alfonso, but Lu Yang never Sending players to support his war, watching him defeated by Alfonso, made 

him a big joke in the eyes of the world. 

 

“I won’t be used by you again this time, I have nothing to say to you,” Fernando said angrily. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I know what you think, but I still want to say a few words to you, don’t listen to any 

promises Alvaro gives you, once you agree, you will be the biggest joke.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Fernando asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let me guess, Alvaro must want you to stop attacking, right?” 

 

“That’s right,” Fernando said. 

 

“Did he promise Alfonso to give you an apology and cash compensation?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Yes,” Fernando said. 



 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “If you agree, you and your tens of thousands of brothers to push you into the 

fire pit.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Fernando was puzzled. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I ask you three sentences. In the first sentence, can you and Alfonso be back together? In 

the second sentence, after Alfonso has slowed down, due to the trouble that his face will not find you 

first, he will Do n’t you ask your brother’s trouble? Third sentence, Alfonso will regret it in the future, kill 

you and your brothers, can you resist? ” 

 

Fernando’s head was roaring like a church bell. He suddenly raised his head and stared angrily at Alvaro, 

muttering to himself: “Fool me, fool me.” 

 

Alvaro watched Fernando’s expression change. He knew something was wrong and quickly said, 

“Brother, what happened to you, who called you?” 

 

Fernando sneered and continued to talk to Lu Yang on the phone: “Tell me what conditions you can give 

me.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “The second vice president, allows you to lead a Spanish army of 300,000 

people. I will give you a fair reward for your financial and material resources.” 

 

“Just that?” Fernando asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Small? Look at the legion I brought. Everyone is level 160 or higher. The whole body is a 

level 160 dark gold suit, enchantment, cooking, mixture, and state are all 160. You know how much it 

will cost. Efforts, the most important thing is that all of my 300,000 people have a level 10 or higher 

practice, do you know how much it will cost? Hundreds of millions of euros, can Alfonso give you, or 

which guild can give you? “ 

 

Fernando froze. Before the sneak attack, he had been watching the official commentary on the fighting 

power of the Jagged Brotherhood. He thought it was an exaggeration, but when he heard Lu Yang say it, 

he could not help frowning and asked, “You really want to give My men also spend so much money? “ 



 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “After entering the guild, you can ask Li Wenxing of South Korea, Padu and Karp 

of India, or God of War I in the area of the Nine Star Alliance, and ask them if my Lu Yang’s work is fair, if 

not Fair, how can so many foreign regions under me willingly fight with me? “ 

 

Fernando nodded, he was convinced. Since the beginning of the game, Lu Yang’s reputation and the 

reputation of the Jagged Brotherhood are the best in this game. Other guilds have also burst out some 

negative news about guild leaders and guilds. Lu Yang and the Jagged Brotherhood have never been, 

and this credibility reassures Fernando. 

 

“Well, starting today, I Fernando recognized you as the president, I hope you will not let me down.” 

Fernando said. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “People who follow me sincerely have never been disappointed. Behind you 

are my 10,000 160-level three-turn **** assassins. You let your brothers draw on their chests. An Arabic 

number 8, I know you don’t want to fight Alvaro, you are responsible for attacking the two wings and 

hand them to them. “ 

 

Fernando made a hum, without looking back, or saying a word. He looked up at Alvaro and said, 

“Brother, you almost harmed me and almost made me utterly lost.” 

 

Alvaro panicked and asked, “What are you talking about?” 

 

Fernando sneered, switched to the whole group’s call channel, and typed: “From now on, all my 

Fernando brothers will officially join the Jagged Brotherhood, and everyone will immediately put the 

Arabic number 8 on their chests.” 

 

50,000 people were stunned, and several legionnaires sent messages asking why. Fernando briefly 

explained two sentences. The legionnaires understood it and quickly ordered his men to spread to the 

wings. At the same time, an 8 symbol was drawn on the chest. . 

 

At this moment, only Fernando and a dozen people stood in the middle area, and tens of thousands of 

people left a space for the middle to allow 500 people to run in parallel. 

 



Alvaro was perplexed when he saw Fernando’s actions. If Fernando wanted to attack at this time, he 

should move forward and make room to the wings, which is in his favor, but Fernando would never do 

it. 

 

“What are you going to do?” Alvaro asked. 

 

Fernando was standing 20 meters opposite Alvaro, and a wave of space came around him. He could 

already feel that he was less than 0.5 meters away from him. A thief sneaked in, which made him have 

to admire the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brothers. Powerful, there are so many people who can use 

such a clever stealth technique, and even his master of the arena was found close. 

 

“I ask what you say, answer me.” Alvaro felt wrong and asked loudly. 

 

Fernando looked at Alvaro, still not talking, just as Alvaro could not help but want to start, suddenly a 

black light appeared behind Alvaro. 

 

“Blessings of Gifts” 

 

Jiang Chen’s one-handed sword pierced Alvaro’s neck. 

 

“62100000” (27x critical strike!) 

 

Alvaro fell instantly to the ground At this time, Jiang Chen’s cold face was facing Fernando, which made 

Fernando unable to forget this face in his life. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood Alliance God Assassin Legion is here, it’s polite!” Jiang Chen’s face with a smile of evil 

charm. 

 

“Kill!” Han Fei appeared on Fernando’s side inexplicably, holding up a battle flag in his hand and 

shouting. 

 



Countless black lights suddenly appeared at the same time in the Alvaro legion in front of Fernando. The 

27-time critical strike of the gift of liberation, the red blood words frequently jumped out in the air, and 

every Spanish player hit by the gift of liberation must be In a flash, thousands of players under Alvaro 

were killed in an instant. 

 

Han Fei nodded with satisfaction, and said to Fernando, “It’s time you ordered to attack.” 

 

Fernando suddenly realized, shouting: “All offense!” 

 

50,000 players immediately launched an attack. At a time, Alvaro’s men on the west side of the fortress 

lost ground and were quickly cleared out of the west safety zone. Hundreds of logistics players who 

escaped in the safety zone were killed The Assassin Legion was wiped out and dropped a piece of 

equipment. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1338 - G-7 offensive 

  

Han Fei looked at the objects on the ground and said to Fernando: “Tell your brothers to collect the 

storage bags. The boss said that all the spoils in this area belong to you, and it was counted as his 

meeting gift.” 

 

Fernando’s eyes lighted and he asked, “These trophies include a lot of supplies and equipment. They can 

be sold for millions of euros. Have they been given to me?” 

 

This is logistical material that can supply 1.5 million people. Fernando’s purpose is this time! 

 

Han Fei said with a smile: “The boss must do what he says, quickly collect loot, and we continue to 

attack.” 

 



“Yes.” Fernando immediately ordered his men to pick up the logistical supplies. He turned around and 

said to the players in the group, “Brothers, the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood has given us just a few 

million euros worth of supplies. It is a good meeting. That’s interesting, let’s try to join this guild and see 

if you have any comments? “ 

 

50,000 people are excited and shouted, “No.” 

 

“Well, as I attack the central area, let’s repay it and lay the richest central area, the whole team!” 

Fernando shouted. 

 

“The whole team of Assassins of God’s grace.” Han Fei ordered. 

 

Players on both sides quickly teamed up. Han Fei was surprised that Fernando’s team speed of 50,000 

people was not slower than his 10,000 team. Both sides were completed at the same time, which made 

him lament Fernando’s power. . 

 

Han Fei picked up the phone and called Lu Yang, saying: “The security zone on the west side of the fort 

was down, and we are ready to attack the central area.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “The Legion of Time and Space Elf Masters will temporarily give you the command and 

need support to order at any time.” 

 

“Yes.” Han Fei was excited. The Space-Time Elf Mage Corps is now a heavy artillery unit. It can appear at 

any time when needed and brings 10,000 forbidden mage to release the forbidden spell. With this 

legion, it is equivalent to standing on invincible position. 

 

“Brother rest assured, look at me.” Han Fei hung up the phone and shouted excitedly: “The whole army 

attacked.” 

 

“We’re in the front line, and you’re waiting for an opportunity to launch an attack,” Fernando said, 

directing the army to take the lead in the offensive. 

 



Han Fei is very happy. Assassins of Divine grace need human assistance most. As long as someone 

attracts their attention, they jump to the back of the enemy and launch a gift of relief to slash one. 

 

Central area of Hydra Fortress. 

 

Alvaro was resurrected in situ. He already knew from his subordinates how he had died, which made 

him terrified. 

 

“Alfonso, Fernando surrendered the Jagged Brotherhood. Just now he opened the gate of the Hydra 

fortress, and entered the city with a three-turn career of more than 10,000 Jagged Brotherhood.” Alvaro 

quickly called Alfonso . 

 

Alfonso, who was directing the battle on the front line, was shocked when he heard it. At this time, the 

battle on the front line had made him feel difficult. 

 

The ancestors of the Iron Blood Brotherhood were like tanks during World War II, but they were like 

infantry during the same war. Even if the Tauren were singled out, dozens of them would not be able to 

kill one. Instead, they were suffocated by the Tauren. With the energy, he smashed to death with a 

hammer. 

 

However, melee is not the most uncomfortable for Alfonso. The most unbearable is the Judge team of 

the Jagged Brotherhood, the mage group with up to 2 million wounds, two people launching group 

spells, and they will die instantly wherever they play. people. 

 

If it is continuous magic, subsequent players are still afraid to rush in. He wants to use the shooter to kill 

the mage, but finds that the mage’s armor is not much different from their shooter’s attack power. 

 

Although there are few people in the Jagged Brotherhood, under the attack from all sides, Alfonso beats 

back, just like a tiger fleeing like a flock, killing Spanish players wantonly. 

 

In the face of this situation, Alfonso’s motivation to sustain is to consume, and everyone has a limit on 

the items he carries. He knows that as long as he consumes the 300,000 people without a potion in his 

backpack, he wins! 

 



According to Alfonso’s feeling, the potion in the Jagged Brotherhood’s backpack should be consumed by 

one fifth, and after a few more hours, the balance of this battle will be tilted towards them. 

Unfortunately, the people of Lu Yang and Fernando But he broke into the fort and snatched one-tenth 

of his supply. 

 

Alfonso regretted: “Negotiate with Fernando, and I promised him all his requests to let him withdraw 

from the battle.” 

 

Alvaro sighed and said, “After talking about it, Fernando has rejected all the conditions I have proposed 

and has officially joined the Brotherhood.” 

 

“This **** bastard.” Alfonso yelled. 

 

Alvaro said: “Send the Templars back as soon as possible. The number of people sent by the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is too weird. Attacks can always hit 27 times the critical strike, and they 

can kill a person with one shot, and they The armor is very high and we can’t do any harm. “ 

 

“Where are there more Templars, I don’t have enough here,” Alfonso said in a depressed mood. 

 

“It must be backed up, rather the front line is worse, and the people of Fernando and Lu Yang must be 

cleaned up, and then they will be finished,” Alvaro said. 

 

“Damn, I’ll send someone back.” Alfonso angered. 

 

On the battlefield. 

 

A large number of players who were rushing out of the east gate of the fortress suddenly stopped 

supporting and rushed towards the west gate. 

 

Lu Yang looked very clearly in the air, and a smile appeared on his face, knowing that Alfonso could not 

carry it, and had to draw a large number of elite players to return to the fortress. In this way, the 

pressure on the front battlefield was even less. 

 



“Unfortunately, Alfonso, do you think you can play these 60,000 people when you mobilize the players 

to go back? This is impossible, you forgot that my Elven Master of Time and Space is still there.” Lu Yang 

muttered to himself Said with a smile. 

 

On the west side of the Hydra fortress, 10,000 blue lights flashed, and the space-time elven mage was 

called by Han Fei to appear on the battlefield with 10,000 forbidden spells, and launched against 

hundreds of thousands of people who rushed over Level curse. 

 

… 

 

After a ray of light, tens of thousands of people died on the spot. Those who did not die were also 

residual blood, or did not dare to advance outside the skill area. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, Han Fei’s commanding skills are getting better and better, and the 

node that he chooses to let the curse mage appear is very correct. 

 

“Drip, drip, drip” 

 

The intercom sounded. 

 

Lu Yang picked it up and looked at it from Padu. He pressed the ON button and asked, “What’s the 

matter?” 

 

Patdu said in a panic: “Her President, something went wrong. The 11 fortresses newly occupied by the 

G8 region were simultaneously attacked by law-breakers, and the teleportation array became 

unusable.” 

 

Suddenly Lu Yang’s eyes became dignified and he asked, “What’s going on?” 

 

“I don’t know. We can’t find the position of the time-breaker. Now the only good thing is that the four 

fortresses on our front are defended by me, Kapu, Massaruo, and Corley. The other eight forts are also 

at Under the control of Darvi, Shaqi, Baqiang, etc., our four defensive fortresses have 500,000 defenses, 

and 20,000 are responsible for defending the castle. “Padu said. 



 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, and said, “It looks like the enemy has also found the time-breaker class 

and the space-time elf mage. Do you know who it is?” 

 

“I don’t know for the moment,” Padu said. 

 

“Dududu” 

 

A voice requesting connection appeared in Lu Yang’s intercom, which was called by Tu Feng. Lu Yang 

pressed the connect button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “I have just received news that three countries including Japan in the central region, five 

countries including Sudan, four countries such as the Americas, two countries including Austria and 

Ireland, twelve countries in South Africa and twelve countries in Morocco and Russia have joined the 

Group of Eight. Formally declared war on us, now their leading 100,000 elite players have assembled in 

the recent purgatory fortress of the Sultan and our Lalbag fortress, all of them are level 155 and above, 

are moving towards us, and the following millions Level 150 players are also gathering. “ 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “No wonder, it turned out that so many countries came to hit me at the same 

time, sometimes the lawbreakers were normal.” 

 

Partou was dumbfounded and said panicly, “Boss, what do we do? Most of our main force is more than 

140, and only 500,000 people are at 150.” 

 

Lu Yang scratched his head. He didn’t expect anyone to gather so many guilds to fight him. This was 

equivalent to bringing together the strongest guilds in the middle of the country, which was different 

from the three regions of the northeast, the north, and the eastern mountainous areas. Remote areas. 

 

These three areas together add up to less than half of the total population. Most of the players in this 

game are gathered in the vast area of the central area. It is normal for so many time and space breakers 

to appear at this level. 

 

As for how to fight? 



 

Lu Yang said, “Defend all your energy. Even if I lose, I won’t blame you, but remember, you must block it 

all and give me at least three days. In addition, you must gather a large number of players to gather in 

the Tianqi Fortress and The frontier of Wuyue Fortress is ready to cross the Qingling Plain at any time to 

support the frontline battlefield. “ 

 

It is conceivable that Lu Yang himself knows that the G8 area he occupies is absolutely unsustainable. As 

for whether the area can be maintained in one step, Lu Yang is not sure, but these are not important, as 

long as Carp and Parto was able to support it for three days, allowing him to completely eliminate 

Alfonso, so even if the opponent was hit under the tiger mouth fortress, Lu Yang was a great victory. 

 

Padu said solemnly: “I understand. Boss is assured that we will be there in three days.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and hung up the intercom. 

 

On the battlefield. 

 

[World Channel] Alfonso: Haha, Lu Yang, you ca n’t think of it. When you attacked me, the six strongest 

guilds in the central region and the seven strongest guilds of the Group of Eight launched a total of more 

than 2 million. Players in level 150 dark gold suits, this time you are finished, they will not only destroy 

the G8 area you occupy, but also steal your one-step ascent area, and then they will enter the tiger 

mouth fortress and take away your Huaxia area. Kill your Indian area and South Korean area again, you 

are completely dead. 

 

… 

 

The same sentence, Alfonso shouted three times in a row. 

 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 1339 - Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers 

  

The 300,000 players in the Jagged Brothers League were stunned when they heard Alfonso’s words, and 

they looked at Lu Yang in the sky. So many of the strongest guilds and level 150 dark gold players made 

them doubts. 

 

Because the Level 150 Dark Gold Sleeve can damage the Level 160 Dark Gold Sleeve, and more people 

accumulate, they have no advantage. 

 

Lu Yang knew that the Iron Brotherhood had reached a key point. Although he didn’t know how the 

enemies formed alliances, his strategy was no problem at present. There were war fortresses next to the 

four fortresses along the Ralbagh fortress. There are thousands of flame trebuchets and tens of 

thousands of lightning towers in each fortress, which is enough to help Kapu and Padu and others to 

stand for a long time. Now the sooner he solves Alfonso, the war will guide him. The more favorable. 

 

[World Channel] Lu Yang: Brothers of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, our guild has reached the most 

critical moment. Let us all pay attention, attack me and break down the Alfonso Legion. Kill! 

 

In the air, Lu Yang launched the Fire Demon Transformation skill in the form of a Phoenix. His body 

suddenly changed from 5 meters to 15 meters, and the flames of the whole body radiated a dazzling 

light. 

 

Zhuoju looked at Lu Yang in the sky, raised his banner in his left hand, raised his sword in his right hand, 

and shouted: “Bing Feng points, the world is overwhelming! Iron brother brothers, kill ~!” 

 

Xia Yuwei raised the battle flag in her hand and pointed forward with the sword in her right hand: “Bing 

Feng points, the world is invincible! Brother Brotherhood, kill ~!” 

 

For half a life, he held up his two-handed sword and raised it high, yelling: “Bing Feng points, the world 

is invincible, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, kill!” 

 

… 

 



The 10 vice-presidents raised their weapons and battle flags at the same time, and the eyes of the 

300,000 Brotherhood of Brotherhood were instantly red. 

 

“Laozi fights, Brother Brothers, kill ~!” Flame Knife with red eyes and his men launched a fierce charge 

forward. 

 

“Templar corps, kill ~!” Zhou Tianming rushed forward. 

 

“Ancestral Tauren Legion, kill ~!” Liu Yunpeng almost roared out of his heart. 

 

On the battlefield, the players of the Alfonso Army were shouting in excitement, thinking they were 

finally going to win, but suddenly they felt a cold and looked forward, although the 300,000 people of 

the Iron Brotherhood It’s still the original 300,000, but they all have a feeling that the momentum is 

different. 

 

It was a kind of desperate momentum, it was a kind of momentum that either you died or I died, that 

was a completely crazy momentum. 

 

The two armies fought again. Only for a moment, nearly a third of the G8 players who were on the front 

of the battlefield were killed instantly, and the remaining ones were also killed. 

 

“Damn, crazy, this group of people is crazy, block it, block it.” 

 

“I can’t stop it. I’ll run to both sides. The Brotherhood of Iron Man is crazy.” 

 

“Compress space, compress their offensive space.” 

 

“Can’t hold it!” 

 

… 

 



300,000 people like a whole, advancing madly, watching as it pressed under the East Gate walls of the 

Hydra Fortress. 

 

far away. 

 

Ayala and Elena stood on a hillside watching the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 

Elena looked at Ayala in astonishment and asked, “This is the strongest state of the Jagged 

Brotherhood?” 

 

Ayala nodded and said, “I watched it a few times in the video.” 

 

“How is it possible, how can a player in a game be like an army.” Rolla asked in disbelief. 

 

Ayala shrugged his shoulders and said, “Unfortunately, Lu Yang really trained these people like soldiers, 

or a group of people who would go into a state of madness at any time. Every time I see them, they have 

red eyes and even tears I feel scared when the enemy attacks. “ 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Crying for the other’s life, what a feud this is, who is not afraid.” Lola said in astonishment. 

 

Elena asked, “How long can they last?” 

 

“The longest time is a day and a night,” Ayala said. “It happened a long time ago when the Brotherhood 

of the Iron Blood was developing and it was against a person called Bloodthirsty Bastard.” 

 

“One day and one night?” Elena took a long breath and shook her head. “I don’t have the ability to fight 

with him like this. Even if I can, I don’t believe that the 100,000 people under me can.” 

 



“Me, too. Besides, I don’t want to fight with such enemies in my life. It’s too scary. It’s too scary.” Lola 

said with two horrors, with emotion. 

 

Ayala laughed and said, “It’s Alfonso now. He thinks that the seven strongest guilds from the central 

region can save him. Unfortunately, that’s simply not possible. According to this progress, as early as 

tomorrow morning, Alfonso is about to be beaten out of the eastern mountains. At that time, talents in 

the central region had just arrived at the Ralbagh stronghold. “ 

 

There are 26 100-level fortresses and 9 140-level fortresses behind Hydra Fortress. According to Lu 

Yang’s current attack style, as long as Alfonso’s players are defeated here at Hydra Fortress, his King 

Alliance Guild will There will be a group of people who will no longer fight him. 

 

“Almost defeated Alfonso three times in a row, and this war was won. I think we should also send 

someone to participate in the war.” Elena asked. 

 

Ayala nodded happily and said, “I ask Lu Yang to see if he agrees.” 

 

Her 3.6 million players are all online at this time, and they are distributed among the 27 fortresses on 

the left side of the Hydra Fortress. They can attack at any time. 

 

“Chairman Lu Yang, will my army be allowed to fight?” Ayala asked. 

 

Lu Yang was participating in the attack in the sky, listening to Ayala’s question made him hesitate, 

originally he wanted Ayala to be the last straw that crushed the camel of Alfonso ~ But it seems hard to 

crush now. 

 

“Let’s attack, hit the Turin Fortress to the Undead Fortress, and cut off the connection between the 

Undead Bird and the Red Wolf Fortress with the ice marks, purple lilies and agave fortresses outside.” Lu 

Yang said. 

 

“Yes,” Ayala said excitedly. 

 



Ayala, who was ambushing in the fortress of Turin to the Undead Fortress, quickly got orders. The 

defense force of these dozens of fortresses was not strong, only less than one million people. It was 

Alfonso. Second line army under his command. 

 

How could Alfonso never think that Ayala was able to form dozens of small guilds. In a blink of an eye, 

more than 3 million people fought 1 million people, and both sides made a verdict. Four of Alfonso’s 

forts were lost, of which The main Red Wolf Fortress and the Undead Fortress are among them, and the 

rest are also in danger. 

 

The Hydra Fortress, with the east wall above it, Lu Yang fluttered his wings, watching Alfonso humming 

coldly in the city. 

 

[World Channel] Lu Yang: Alfonso, more than 3 million people in Ayala have captured your Undead 

Fortress and Red Wolf Fortress. Now that you have been closed by my beating dogs, don’t think that 

someone will come to your rescue. You lose. 

 

Chapter 1340 - Lay 9 Snake Fortress 

  

In the guild channel, a series of reminders kept refreshing their panels, and 15 fortresses such as undead 

birds and red wolves were captured at the same time, leaving millions of Alfonso guild players’ 

expressions stagnant at the same time. 

 

This was a huge blow to morale. They thought that the Hydra fortress had blocked the Iron Brotherhood 

for 5 hours. As long as they persist, the fortress behind will not be lost, but now all their efforts are in 

vain. Yara’s Dragonwing player sneaked in the rear and lost the two main towns, the Undead Fortress 

and the Red Wolf Fortress. They didn’t know how to fight. 

 

Alfonso and his think tank were also blinded. 

 

“Can anyone tell me how these three million men in Ayala came out and how?” Alfonso looked angrily 

at the vice presidents behind him. 

 



More than 20 vice chairpersons bowed their heads, no one talked, and they couldn’t understand how 

Ayala did it. At the same time, they secretly scolded Alfonso in their hearts, and usually did not give 

them rights. Now something is wrong. Now, ask them what’s the use. 

 

Alfonso also knew it was useless to ask them. He looked up at Lu Yang, biting his teeth and cursing: “I 

will never surrender. Now let’s see who can’t bear it first, not 15 Are there fortresses? I still have 24 

fortresses, and I can afford them, I’m afraid you can’t afford them. “ 

 

Lu Yang hummed at Alfonso, just as he was about to speak. 

 

[World Channel] Scarlet Angel: Elena, my goddess, I am willing to give everything for you, I announce 

that the guild of angels is 50,000 loyal to the goddess Elena and Dragon Wings Guild, and now I have laid 

the demon king Fortress, this is my gift to Goddess Elena, please smile. 

 

[World Channel] Elena: Thank you for your help. The war is over. I would like to have dinner with you. 

 

In just one sentence, the world channel in Spain is chaotic. Why did Elena talk so confidently to Lu Yang 

before? The reason is that Elena is one of Spain’s top stars and beauties. 

 

Now helping her can date and eat with her. I do n’t know how many people are tempted. Not only that, 

the Demon Fortress is the fortress in the southwestern corner of the eastern mountain area. In such a 

situation, I do n’t know how many Scarlet Angels will appear. Player. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Alfonso in panic and said, “Can you afford it now?” 

 

Alfonso was speechless. 

 

Lu Yang sneered. He knew that it was time to launch the total attack. With the collapse of the Spanish 

players ’psychology, 300,000 people on the front of the battlefield, under the leadership of the turbid 

wine and the White Lion, had rushed under the wall 30 meters location. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 



Lu Yang launched a secondary forbidden spell in the sky. Unlike other people, his secondary forbidden 

spell was added by the spirit of the devil. Originally, a normal secondary forbidden spell passed the level 

9 demon in Lu Yang’s hands. Heart + Purple Flame Set + Divine Blood Phoenix Inca has reached level 16 

with a skill range of 2000 yards, just like a top forbidden spell. 

 

From 30 meters in front of the East Wall of the Hydra Fortress to the fortress, all of them were wrapped 

in curses. 

 

“3849586” (critical strike) 

 

“2839842” (critical strike) 

 

“3947498” (Critical) 

 

Large fireballs with more than 2.6 million spell injuries fell to the ground, and the players in them were 

greatly injured, and almost no one could resist this attack. 

 

On the battlefield, at this time, players on both sides basically ran out of the forbidden spell. The reason 

why Lu Yang was useless was to wait until this moment, and the landing of his forbidden spell also 

represented the trend of the Hydra Fortress War. 

 

Jagged Brothers League, entered the city! 

 

Zhuojiu jumped up to the city head, raised the banner of the Jagged Brothers Alliance and shouted, “Jie 

Brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

300,000 people who used the Earthquake Scroll to build roads rushed to the city walls with skills, those 

who had the ability to jump up the walls directly jumped to the city walls, and could jump up to the city 

walls. For a time, the Hydra Fortress East The door broke. 

 



If Spanish players had the courage to resist before, when the Hydra Fortress was breached, they would 

retreat. 

 

The Hydra Fortress is not large. He can only carry less than 1 million players. For so long, most players 

have resurrected in other areas, and then teleported to the four safe areas of the Hydra Fortress. The 

east gate of the fortress entered the battle. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the wall and looked at Alfonso, who was unwilling to fall to the ground, and the 

resistance that was gradually disappearing in the city, and he felt relieved. 

 

Tu Feng appeared next to Lu Yang and said, “According to information, Alfonso withdrew everyone to 

the Fire Bug Fortress to set up defense.” 

 

Hei Yan opened the map and said excitedly, “The Fireworm Fortress is located at the top left of the 

Hydra Fortress 2 hours away. If normal Alfonso wants to counterattack, he should retreat to the 

necropolis half an hour away. If he retreats to the fire, Worm Fortress is equivalent to giving us the 

Hydra Fortress by hand. Boss, we have won. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “This war, we are about to win.” 

 

Everyone knows how important the Hydra Fortress is for the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. Now that 

this fortress is laid, it is equivalent to giving Lu Yang’s 300,000 people a foothold in the western area of 

the eastern mountain area, and then attack At this time, you do n’t need to cross the Shenmang steppe 

in a time-consuming and laborious way, you can quickly go to any nearby fortress directly from Hydra 

Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the time. At this time it was 5 o’clock in the evening in Spain and 11 o’clock in the 

morning in China. 

 

“Ayala, order the 500,000 people you follow to enter the Hydra Fortress to defend. Iron Blood Brothers 

players pay attention, enter the original underground line in the safe area to eat, rest for 2 hours, and 

continue to fight.” Ordered. 

 



“Yes.” Zhuojiu and White Lion immediately issued orders, and the Jagged Brothers players quickly went 

offline to rest. 

 

On the other side, Ayala and Elena haven’t adjusted the players in the various fortresses. Their vice 

presidents can only sigh, the players of the Jagged Brotherhood are really too strong. 

 

Offline. 

 

In the guild, the logistics department has already prepared lunch boxes for the players. Each player quits 

the game immediately after eating, and immediately closes his eyes to rest after eating. They have not 

slept for a day and soon went to sleep. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t sleep. While eating, he made video calls with Carp, Padu, Li Wenxing, God of War I, and 

others. 

 

In the game, whether it is Skysword Fortress or Lalbagh Fortress, at this time is being attacked fiercely. 

 

Li Wenxing took the lead to say, “Dear President, I have no problem at all. Liu Jie’s strength is very weak. 

He can’t beat us at all. Only the Steiner and Rennes Cavalry Regiment can give us a small one. A little bit 

of trouble, however, with the efforts of all of our Korean players, we still stubbornly defended the fort 

and did not lose an inch of land in the Sword Fortress. “ 

 

The anxiety in Lu Yang’s heart temporarily fell to the ground and asked: “It’s a good fight, but Liu Jie’s 

strength should be strong. Why do you say they are weak?” 

 

Li Wenxing said: “I don’t know. I just feel that their attack power is very high, but they can’t get in, 

especially the players in the middle position, they will die a bunch of people with any magic. When Liu 

Jie’s melee approaches the fort, I only persisted for more than half an hour and then got kicked back. “ 

 

Lu Yang felt problematic, he said: “Be careful Liu Jie, he may be thinking of any conspiracy and tricks. 

Don’t be fooled by him.” 

 



Li Wenxing nodded solemnly and said, “Please be assured, Your Excellency the President, I will pay more 

attention to Liu Jie and not give him any chance.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, looked at Padu and Karp, and asked, “What’s the situation with you?” 

 

Partu looked at the battlefield behind him, with a bitter smile on his face, and said, “An hour ago, the 

most elite players of the seven strongest guilds attacked the Lalbagh fortress at the same time. One 

million people. My side There are only 500,000 people. Fortunately, there is a war fortress on the left 

and right sides of the Fort Lalbagh. With the help of a trebuchet, I barely defended the fortress, but the 

enemy is now reacting and is attacking my war fortress. I have no ability to leave the city Support, at 

least 2 hours later, the war fortress on my left will be captured by the enemy. “ 

 

Lu Yang sighed helplessly, no way, this is the most elite players sent by the seven strongest guilds, all of 

them are level 155, wearing a dark gold suit of level 150, while the defense of Padu is still more than 140 

players , Wearing a dark gold suit of level 140. 

 

Not only that, most of the 1 million people in the enemy are high-end blood, which has a great 

advantage in fighting. In addition, the time and space breaker breaks the transmission system, and Padu 

can only rely on his 500,000 people to fight the enemy. 

 

Fortunately, the fortress of Lalbagh has a special terrain. The war fortresses on both sides are on low 

hills. The enemies will take some effort to attack, otherwise, they will not be able to persist for two 

hours. 

 

Karp said: “Her President, I originally wanted to send someone to support Padu, but the G8 was 

dispatched. A total of 3 million people were on the front line, besieging the fortresses defended by me, 

Marosa and Cory, making it impossible for us to be separated. “ 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How are you there?” 

 

Marossa said: “It’s difficult for me The G8 is doing its best, and there are 2,000 catapults.” 

 

Karp said: “I also have 2,000 here.” 

 



“I do the same,” said Koli. “This time, the G8 has used its family. We are fighting hard, but for the time 

being, there are no problems. The two fortresses of war have helped us a lot.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, and said, “It’s okay for the time being. Continue to defend. I will end 

the battle as soon as possible.” 

 

He ended the call and returned to the game. On the city wall, he saw Fernando standing not far from 

him. 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “Why didn’t you go offline to rest?” 

 

Fernando himself is an elegant and handsome Western European guy, but at this time there is a bit of 

vicissitudes on his face. He looked at Lu Yang and said, “I’m not tired, and I don’t want to rest.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “You still hate me.” 

 


